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RURAL OLDER AMERICANS: UNANSWERED
QUESTIONS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 1982

US. SINAI% -r
SPZCIAL CODOITITIZ ON Ad DIG,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room

5302, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Larry Premier, presid-

iltesent: Senators Pressler, Grass ley, and Burdick.
Also present: John C. Rother, staff director and chief counsel;

Karen Imichtnam, legislative assistant to Senator Pressler; Angela
Thimis, staff assistant; and Eugene R. Cummings, printing assist-
ant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER,
PRESIDING

Senator Passsum. I call this meeting to order.
This is a Senate Aging Committee hearing on "Rural Older

Americans: Unanswered Questions." The purpose of this hearing is
somewhat unique. It is to build a recardlegarding older Americans
who live in smaller towns and rural areas.

Now, there are several issues here. People might say: "Why is it
important to look into the circumstances of rural Americans who
are elderly?" There are many facts we need to know. We want to
fmd out if their retirement habits are different, if their health care
needs are different. I fmd in visiting many amall towns in my State
that a lot of rural elderly live in near poverty, because of the
high fuel bil , k of transportation, and certahl problems that
face them t do not face urban residents.

This comm has held a number of field hearings oh this sub-
ject over th past 2 years, but this is the first one which will ap.
proac 11 subject from a national perspective. Because my home
State of South Dakota is predominantly rural, I feel a special con-
cern or the problems of older persons living in rural areas. There
are I. than 5 million people over age 65 living in rural areas,
and I rm believe that we must establish a national priority to
determine a needs of these people:"

As most of s who hove been involved in these programs know,
the lack of ii tion has been rwatedly cited as a major
publem for older Americans. VMe this I. clearly true, I
have begun wonder if the problem does not gro deeper than that.
There ia a t deal we do not know about the problems of our
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rural citizens. I fear that many of our programs have been de-
signed for urban areas, and then indiscriminately applied to rural
areas as an afterthought. I am not at all sure that the problems of
our rural older citizens have been considered separately, but I
think that they must.

In the Older Americans Act, "rural communitiesitare defined as
those with less than 10,000 people. There are a number of problems
that are especially serious for those living in these small towns and
farms throughout the country. Many farm homes are older dwell-
ings with inadequate insulation. This can cause winter heating
bills to become a terrible burden for retirees li on fixed in-
comes. There are also indications that- rural senio itizens may
have greater problems of income Maintenance and y suffer from
poorer physical health than their usban counterparts. Despite indi-
cations of trends like these, there is very little systematic study of
the special problems of rural senior citizens.

Even though the Federal Government collects an amazing body
of statistical information, there is very little available, for instance,
on the subject of rural retirement patterns. With cutbacks in staff ,,
in Federal agencies, it is highly unlikely that any new statistics
will be collected, and yet I think that the documentation of trends
like these could be very important in determining long-term solu-
tions for the stability of the social security system.

In other areas, it would be very useful to have better information
concerning the recipients of current health care, nutrition, and
other programs. This information would help planners and law-
makers decide how to best target the use of tax dollmPhe ability
to do so becomes increasingly important as the competition fo ed-
eral dollars becomes more fierce. I have been a strong defender of
Federal funding for programs for older Americans, but I know that
the case for these programs could be made much stronger with ap-
propriate supporting data.

There are a number of untested hypotheses now circulating in
regard to the rural older American that could make a real differ-
ence in the way we plan for services, if they could be tested and
proven. Some researchers have suggested, for instance, that rural
people may have stronger, support from their families and friends
than do those itt urban settings. Others have presented the theory
that the rural elderly have less contact with their families than do
city dwellers because of a Simple lack of proximity. The substantia-
tion of either of these theories could make a significant difference
in the kind of services provided for rural elderly, if only we knew .
which was true. N.

It is my hope that pur witnesses today will be able to offer some
information about the true status of rural older Americans and
offer a clearer indication of where our legislative efforts should be
focused, in the future, in order to best provide /or the needs of
rural older America.

So that is the purpose of the hearing, to take a look at this ape.
cial segment and to see if there are differences that we need to be
aware of as policymakers.

I now call on my friend, Senator Burdick.
Senator BURDICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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In the interest of time, I ask unanimous consent that my opening
statement be placed in the record so we can get on with the hear-
ing.

Senator Passsiza. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Burdick follows:1

STATUUNT Or SZNATel Worm N. Ihnunce
Mr Chairman, l'am glad that you are holding this hearing today. As you rkgrt,

know. I recently held two hearinp in North Dakota which focused on health care
for the rural elderlyone on this topic specifically, and a 'second an long-term
health care and the options available in the more rural areas of our country.

We do not yet have all the figures in on the rural elderly, but we do know that
over ono-third of America*. older population lives, in rural areas. And we know that
they have special problemsinauate transportation and a chronic shortage of
health professionals, to name two of the major ones in the health area. In North
Dakota, almost half of our counties aro officially designated healtlfshortage areas,
and eight do not even have a practicing physician. Over 80 percent of our doctors
serve people in the most populous counties, leaving 43 percent of the people to be
served by laps than 20 percent

These statistics mean problerns when it comes to providing 4ma1th care, especially
fur the elderly. It is often difficult for the rural elderly to get to doctor, and be-
cause of this, they tend to go less. Several providers at our hearings spoke out
strongly about the nerd for more preventive health care to counteract this problem.
In some of the larger senior centers in North Dakota, doctors, dentists, and nurses
are volunteering their time to provide such care SD those who come to the centers.
This is a good idea for thoae in the larger towns, but in small communities where
there is only one doctor or none at all. it eannot work. In these communities, howev-
er, a mobile health van, staffed by a nurse, could make a big difference. A nurse or
similar health professional who has mobility to travel to several smaller centers
would help to solve both the transportation problem an4 the accessibility problem.
This is an idea that hasalready been implemented in some States, and I think it is

practical alternative for rural areas.
Another statistic 19e know is that our most rural communities are shrinking, leav.

mg the old people there while the younger ones go off in search of better economic
opportunities. This is a trend that feeds upon itself and creates terrible problems fur
the older people left behind.

Todays economic problems make this problem especially acute. Today even a
prosperous rural community is seriously hurt by the recession, by high interest
rates and low farm prices. This kind of economy only speeds up the abandonment of
the countryside. And it only creates more serious problems of halation and inacces-
sibility for die rural elderly+. I think it I. important for us to remember that a pros-
perous firm economy benefits more than just the farmers. It means a healthy rural
America, communities where doctors and nurses are content to practice, where
young people can find jobs, where there are enough people to provide a community
of support and where, as a result of all this, rural senior citis can enjoy happier
and healthier lives.

With this hearing and the others we have held to investigate the special problems
of the rural elderly, this committee is building a good base of knowledge about the
needs of the rural elderly I look forward to working with the, Senator from South
Dskota, our chairman, and the other members of this committee to find the appro.
priate solutions.

Senator PRESSLER. I first would like to call on Ruth Kobel!, legis-
lative assistant, National Farmers Union, Washington, D.C. ,

STATEMENT OF RUTH E. KOBELL, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION
Kossu. Thank you, Senator Pressler and Senator Burdick. I

appreciate the opportunity to be, here to talk about what I see as
some of the problems and concerns of rural older people that we
need to address.

I looked around for some of the resources that were available to
tell us at least what the problems were, and I found several.

P1



I wu interested to note that Senator Dick Clark of this commit-
tee held field hearings 5 or 6 years ago on rural elderly, and I have
attached to my _statement, an article developed by rural women
regarding the problem. I 'Aliso had the opportunity to talk about
older rural women at a special advisory committee down at the De-
partment of Health and Human Services. I asked a group of our
own Farmers Union women, who were between 45 and 65 to list
their concerns and their interests, and I have attached that to my
statement because I think it outlines the problems that older
people themselves see; and I think this most important.'

One of the great resources we have in loo at this issue has
been the report of the Rural 'White House Mini nferences, which
were convened by Green Thumb in a series of six conferences
across the country. Over 650 older people who served as delegates
drafted, under some nine headings, their concerns and their recom-
mendations. I would hope that the report which was put into the
hands of each delegate to the White House Conference might be
considered as a part of your hearing record,* because I think it out-
lines rather carefully a lot of the discussion and the direction that
thoee folks gave.

You outlined a lot of the problems that we recognized. Transpor-
tation is one. Our railroads are not even hauling very much farm
produce anymore. Ty are certainly not hauling people in most
places. I react to alnitet any given rural problem by thinking about
my own home county in MontanaBlaine Countywhich was
transversed by the Great Northep Railroad. I recognize that trans-
portation is difficult not only because we do not have public trans-
portation in most of our small towns, we do not even have taxis for
those who have to occasionally use one. Many older people have
problems keeping a car or getting insurance. There is a tendency to
assume that when you hit 70 years old, you are probably not a safe
driver without any further consideration or testing. If you do not
have insurance, you cannot drive a car, you are isolated regardless
of the fact that you may have good health and a wide variety of
interests.

We have been excited with the development of the so-called
senior citizen buses, which provide transportation in small towns
as well as larger cities. In many rural communities, they in fact go
out into the country maybe once a week, and it has been a great,
help.

Employment was the second concern of the people who attended
the miniconferences. We have been proud of the fact that the
senior community service employment program has developed a
demonstration of ways in which older people as a resource in their
community can supplement their incomes. I think you are very
right that we do not know enough about retirement income. We do
know that farmers were not brought under social security until
1966, and that farm income has for many years been so low that
farmers have not been able to pay more than the minimum social
security tax into the fund, and so when they retire, they have less
retirement income.

' Retained in committee Aka
8 Bee appendix. 'teen 1. pepe 45.
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We know that in many small towns and rural areas, wage levels
are lower, and therefore, again, people pay less into the social secu-
rity program. And social security overall is, I think, the most ira-

*portant source of retirement income, because may small business-
es do not have the resources to develop an adequate private pen-
sion ;Program. So income was a very important concern.

Nutrition was an important concern. You would think that cer-
tainly, people out close to the farms would not have to worry with
nutrition. But again, back to tiansportation, it is often very diffi-
cult to get into town to buy groceries. I was interested a couple of
years ago in,/ seminar that the Swedish Embassy hosted. They
said that in 'Sweden, the rural mail carriers, as part of their re-
sponsibility, can bring groceries out, or medicine, or other things
for isolated rural people. And I had thought since that perhaps it is
one of the resources that we should look at, because we still have,
in most areas, at least some rural mail service yet, although it is
disappearing.

I think a major concernand this is not isolated to rural areas,
but I think ikbecomes increasingly importantis the opportunity
for older pecFe to stay in the mainstream of their communities.
This includes not only helping out on a volunteer basis, which
many people do automatically, and do not even count all of the vol-
unteer work they do, but being involved in policymaking, whether
it is sitting on the school board, or county commissioners, and so
on.

So I am delighted that you have called this hearing. I hope it is
one step in moving ahead to best use the resources, because I am
sure..you are very right; our resources are goihg to be limited. One
of my concerns, as we move to a greater emphasis on local govern-
ment, is that the pressures on local goVernment are many, and
that the funds available may be under great pressure to be used for
infrastructure au& ai repair, of bridges and highways, and some-
times slight the human resource needs of additional services for
people, young or old.

I am delighted that you have a number otother witnesses to
_bring special expertise to this area, and I would like to stop there. I
would hope that my statement might be included in the record,
and I would be happy to answer any questions.

Senator PRZEMIXII. Ruth, we thank you very much. Your pre-
pared statement will be entered into the record at this point.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Kobell follows:1
PRIPAJULD &ATI:KENT or Rum E. KOMELL

Mr. Chairman. I am Ruth E Kobell, legislative assistant, National Farmers
Union, Washington. D.C. We appreciate tho opportunity to discuss with you the spe-
cial concerns of older women and men in rural communities, We believe it is impor-
tant to identify what we do know and what information is not available about the
condition of older people and the acmes to and delivery of services in rural commu-
nities.

We do know that the greatest out-migration of people in recorded history took
place in the first half of this century in the United States with the exodus of peoplo
from the farms to the city. The revolution in agriculture forced many off the farms
and into urban settings for which they were ill-trained. It left many older people
without Jobe that used their traditional skills and put them into pockets of poverty
in 'midi towns and down country lane..

t.
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We understand that the latest census fIgures confirm that this trend out of rural
America has reversed and people are now returning to rural communities to make
their homes, both during their working years _and during their retirement.

On February 8, 1982 Secretary of Agriculture John Block transmitted to the
Senate and House Agriculture Committees program report called for by the Rural
Development Policy Act of 1980. It reports that rural areas grew eignlflcantly
during the 1970'sin population by 16.8 percent and in jplcyrn.nt by 28.5 per-
cent. Their relative income positions also improved, h that improvement ap-
pears to have ceased by the mid-1970's Rural InconlWare still only 80 percent of
metropolitan area incomes.

Nonmetro population totaled 68 million in 1980 (usiot 1974 MBA boundaries,. 28
percent of the United States total. From 1970 to 1960 the nonmetro population
growth rate exceeded the urban growth rate for the flirt time In ISO years Non-
metro areas grew by more than 8 million people, at least 8.5 million of whom mi-

tad from metro areas. This growth took place in story_ region of the country, al-
h some 450 rural counties (primarily 1h the Gnat Plains, the Corn Belt, and

the Mlmlmlppl Delta) continued to loos population.
In 1979. nonmetro nonfarm employment totaled 21.5 million (23 percent of total

United States nonfarm emplot).
Farming continues to be I.sdlng sabres of income, providing 20 percent or more

of proprietors' and laborers' income in nearly 670 rural counties
believe it is particularly important that you have instituted this line in inquiry.

-because while we are beginning to study more closely the breakdown between met-

formation gathered y about rural older people and the delivery of services
ropolitan and conditions, there has been little or no etatistical in-

to them. There is n much more detailed information about crop and livestock
production then about this important and trowing population of rural America. I
am delighted that you have invited Calvin Beale, -leader of the Economic
Researth Service at the U.S. Department of Agriculture to provide you an analysis
of census information regarding rural people and 'their living patterns. Mr. Beale
has been recognised for many years as the outstanding specialist in areas of what
we know about rural development.

Just last fall, we were reminded that our information about the impact of Federal
expenditures on rural stonier citizens was limited when congressional offices asked
the Social Security Administration how many of their constituents would be harmed
by a cutoff of minimum benefits under social security. The Social Security Adminis-
tration was not able to provide that information Mthout special computer run.
Their information was simply not broken down on a rural urban basis

One of the best ways to learn about the concerns of rural citizens is to ask them. I
was interested to note that Senator Dick Clark, member of this Senate Special
Committee on Aging held hearing in Awust of 1976 regarding the problems of
rural elderly. Part of that hearing was testony presented on 'Problems of Older
Women in ttural Areas" which was inserted in the Congressional Record and which
I am attaching at part of your hearing record.

It will be useftil to compare the aincerns and needs of 5 or 6-A, later.
When I was asked to speak.on "The Profile and Needs of Ru

s
Women 45 to 65

Years" to the Secretaryli Admen Committee on the Rights and Responsibilities of
Women in the Department of I[Asith and Human Services in October 1980, I asked
a group of Farmers Union women between the ages of 45 to 65 who were attending
our Farmers Union Women's Conference to give me their recommendations. I am
attaching copy of their recommendations which included the need for improved
educational opportunities and job training, the gaps in social security for farm
people, need for improved health care and opportunities to move into community
leadership, career development and retirement:

Another opportunity to ask, rural people about their concerns was provided when
Green Thumb acted se cenvener of die rural miniconferences for the 1 1 White
House Conference on Aging. Two thousand rural citisens, Including 650 delegates
and many other rural leaders met in six conferences during the summer and fill of
1980 to discuss in detail recommendations for the prW-ms facing rural...older
people. I am attaching a copy of the report prepared from the conferences end
would hope that it might be included as part of your hearing record.'

Conference on Aging, ted out that over one-third of our Nation's elderly (60
The report, in the hands of all, deleptas to the 1 1 White House

years plus) live in America. Nineteen percent of older rural citisons have in-
comes lielow the poverty level.

See appeadiz. hem 1. Pegs 46,
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The six rural miniconferences followed a large number of local discussions and
district and State meetings to review in detail the concerns of rural communities for
their senior citisens.

Recommendations were made under nine broad headings and almost all of them
emphealsed the importance of transportation in rural areas as a key component

Our transcontinental railroads help to mettle the farms and rural communities of
this Nation. Our farm-to-farm market roads fed the produce of our farms into the
railmeds for transport from ocean to ocean and later the interstate highway system
moved produce and people.

But we who grew yip in rural areas recognise that t " tion of people has
always relied on the horse drawn wagon or the motor F the
trains still left running do not provide much passenger rvice. Inia:
ponies operate only between town and cities Many small towns simply isolated
from any public transportation.

Over 50 percent of older people living in rural areas do not own a car. Without
transportation many older rural people who could and would Ilk, to work cannot
simply because they have no way of getting to and from a Job.

s- - Furthermore, many elderly and rural citizens who eWoy good health are confined
to their homes because they don't own a car, cannot afford to "drive a car or simply

I de not drive. Remember that a woman who is now 70 grew up at a time when cars
....- MT* very scares They tnay or may not have had an opportunity to learn to drive in

later years. Often it is difficult for older people to get or keep automobile insurance
even though they have driven for many years. They dare not drive without it.

Local officials know that transportation la often the one ingredient that makes all
other programs of services work.

Employment was the second ranking issue of the delsgetss to the rural confer-
snow Our Green Thumb program has demonstrated how knxious older people are
to continue to work and contribut, to the wellbeing of their communities.

Employment opportunities are often limited in small towns and rural communi-
ties and the Job training, education and placement are often limited. In many rural
States, the Employment Service may have offices only in one-half or one-third in
the counties in a rural Siete A rural resident may have to travel many miles, at
considerable personal expense even to register witkthe Employment Service and so
be recognised as seeking work. Many older rural citizens who would like to work
are simply not even counted as part of the work force, ,how many we do not know.
Many eloyment training and programs have tended to concentrate in larger
urban areas and so again many rural, particularly older, citisens are deprived of the
opportunity for skills training.

Housing problems among the rural elderly are acute and often tragic in human
terms. Many elderly rural persons are living in substandard housing with inad-
e quate plumbing or sewege facilities, or none at all, and many still have unsafe
sources of drinking water. Sixty percent of ell our Nation's substandard housing is

0 in rural America, and one of four such homes are occupied by an older person or
family.

Comparatively, I believe more older rural citimens_m$1 their own home but many
of them are over 50 years old and are not energy effitient so that they use a great
deal of costly energy in providing heat. We are happy that in South Dakota and
other States, crews of Green Thumb workers have been able to weatherise an
repair homes of older low-income citizens but touch, much more needs to be dons.

Congregate housing has been built in many small towns and I think that it is one
of the important contributions which Federal housing programs have made. I ant
delighted to know that people in Montana with whom I have worked aro able to
move into an apartment in the county seat or even in the small town close to where
thiv farmed so they can continue to maintain their community ties.

But I d expect that not enough of these are available to meet the needs. We
need to kn what the need is. Mgye money for owner occupied housing is often
scarce in areas, as in financial assistance to private developers for the build-
ing_of mul amily housing affordable to low and moclerate income older persons.

Nutrition la exbemely hnportant for older citizens and those living in rural areas
would seem to have reedy access to the source of food from our productive Ameri-
con farina, But again transportation often makes it get to town" to buy

Cersier to apply for food stamps. The nutrition ' developed under the
lAmericaae Act had been particularly important providing not only well

balanced meals but an opportunity to socialize for those older people who can get to
the center.

But many times the senior citisens bus only reaches down a country road once a
week or once every 2 weeks, and if we continue to cut Oack on public funds to sup.

`1,
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port these fragile rural trensportation networks those older people who rely on
them for transportation will again be cut off from needed @arnica.

I have been encouraged to note in the reports of our Green Thumb workers that
an increasing number of our workers have been able to build solar green houses to
grow seedlinp and to grow food for senior centers and other community uses. They
help in develoOng munity gardens or plowing up gerden Ida

gleirin the com ty Again this helps in maintaining both the heal well
of rural sen citisens who often do have the space to have a but may

not be able to physically dig it up.
Two recommendations of the conference delegates was that food stamps should be

mailed directly to rural elderly residents and that surplus commodities held by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture should be distributed to charitable and nonprofit
organisation& They also recommeuded that alternative processing techniques be de-
veloped using volunteer labor for_gleaning excess crops and in community canning
centers, notice that one Green Thumb crew runs solar green house during the
winter, umes it during the summer to dry fruits for better storage.

The problem of skyrocketing new costs strikes at those mart vulnerable and
least able to pay, the rural elderly, They depend on costly private transportation
and as we have mentioned before they are moat likely to live in poorly Insulated
housing, with little or no etonomic resources for improving IL They find the person-
al freWom rewarding and being able to stay in their own homes, which may not
have a great resale value, still is the beet use of their limited Income.

Retirement income and economic well being are overriding concern@ of rural older
people. Farm income hes fluctuated so that not since the early 1950's have farmers
received a parity price for their product& In many yearsOpet farm income hos bees
so low that farmers have been able to jay only the minimum social security tax,
thus cutting their eventual retirement income. Farmers were not brought under the
social security program until 1965 and so do not hive a long history of contribution.
Farm *omen are particularly disadvantaged because although they contribute ma-
terially to the farm operation they are not able to pay into axial security in their
own right without special incorporation of the family farm.

Wage levels in rural communities have also often been low ao that many older
rural resident, were not able to earn maximum social security coverage and for
many of them this is their only source of retirement income. Many emall businesses
have not been in position to develop private penelon programs. INi need to know
pat *hat the statistia are in this anis

Health are delivery le a major challenge for all rural residents. Aoain distance
and transportation costa increase the difficulty and the affordability er health Care-
The Federal Hill-Burton Hospital Construction legislation helped to provide hospital
facilities in many rural areas. But many doctors have chosen to practice in more
lucrative settings and we have been slow to develop the alternate health care deliv-
ery that might begin to meet some of the needs in rural communitiea

lt is partkularly important for rural older people to have adequate health care as
close to home and supporting community structures as possible. Yet often the only
solution is to place an ill or disabled older person In nursing lame_ far from
friends and family, Isolation in this case as in other cases im a major disaMing *Rua
taw,

Nothing is so fundamental or important to the quality of life to older rural
Americans than having the amortunity to fully participate in the social and spiritu-
al life of their community. Too often we tend to isolate people on the basis of age,
asking them to "go sit in the rocking chair" outside the mainstream of community
reeporability involvement_ The network of social and emotional support required to
make life meaningful is gained through the arociations and fellowships of family,
friends, neighbors, church and community @octal and economic affairs,

The development of rural electrification has been critically Important in raising
the living standaeds for many rural citisens. Equally Important was the rural tele-
phone program which has extended communicaUm down most country byways.

A crucial concern in many rural communities at the moment is the availability of
cable television without which many rural citisens are limited in this important tool
of information and recreation, the family television set. The Federal Communication
Commission seems slow in providing opportunities for rural telephone cooperatives
to operate rural cable television syttems.

We aro slowly developing recognition of older Americans as a growing national
resource. Regardless of where theylive they need to be able tto participate in their
communities and to rely on delivery of basic social service& The best or programs in
design and purpose is of no value to those who need it but cannot participate . The
extension of education and Information and the direct deliVery of in-home services
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are extremely important to older *rural resident& No person or family should be
denied usistance simply became of where they have to reside.

Yet in rural areas thousands are ignored daily becaute they live too far from
agencies providing services to their not-so-rural cousins or because rural outreach
and service is considered "not cost-efficient."

Scattered populations are more expensive and more difficult to serve on a regular
basis. But are thaw hidden thousands somehow less important or less needed, or
somehow second class Amerkans, because they are rural residents?

I believe that more attention is being paid to collecting some of the data needed to
review the needs of rural populations.

The Economic Research Service of the Department of Agriculture published "Fed-
eral Funds in 1979Geographic Distribution and Recent Trends" on April 1982.
This report summarieed the distribution of Federal funds in 1979. It points out that
Federal ,per capita funding remains unevenly divided among the mitosis. I believe
that this publication could prove a valuable resource for your staff in starting to
draw together the outlines of special needs for rural senior citizens.

Much more needs to be done and we are anxious to work with you and the com-
mittee in developing ways to more effectively and efficiently use the resources both
Federal, State, and local to meet the special nee& and use the special skills of older
rural citizens.

Senator PRIME:11.Ra. Senator Grassley has arrived. Do you have an
opening statement, Chuck, or shall we just proceed with the ques-
tions?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Senator GltAsst.m. Well, I would only put my opening statement
in the record and I guess the only thing I would highlight is that
part of my opening statement which 'refers to a study that was
done by the subcommittee that I was ranking Reriublican on when
I was a Member of the House, and we had a report out called "The
Future Directions for Aging Policy, A Human Service Model," and
we have some suggestions m there for how we can have local con-
trol and loaal decisionmaking as one solution to some of the prob-.
lems. The other thing is to incorporate to the greatest extent possi-
ble a combination of private sector as well as Government-related
solutions to the problems.

And the whole issue was more or less that we' have got to get
away from the idea that the soleand I want to emphasize, the
sole solutionto the problems come from what we can do here in
Washington, D.C.

*So I want to thank you for your leadership in this area, and I.
think that the extent to which we look at broad nationel problems
and their solution, we must also consider the minority of our,
people living .in rural areas, sometimes it is difficult to bring spe-
cial attention to their special needs, and your hearing here does
that, and I want to compliment you folithat.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared stapment of Senator Grassley follows:]

PUPAS= STATIDINNT OP SZNATOR Qualm E. GIRABOLIY

Mr. Chairman, the subject of this morning's heiring will summon up different
images for those of us listening to the witnesses, whether sitting here as a Member
of the Senate or as a part of the audience.

For my part,. I have to admit to seeing rural older Americans as my friends and
relatives back in lowasmall town residents or farm dwellerethese people helped
sha..Pe My view*, philosophy, and work habit&

within the last quarter century, the older American Ar become the focus of a
great deal of attention and this attention has created arTeffective lobby of special
interest groups. Though much of the work of these interest ateups is helpful to the

vo.
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elderly, the tendency to ignore local needs in favor of broad national priorities and
policy has removed attention from the grassroots level.

In the case of aging problems, I hope the decisionmaking can more effectively
return to the hands of loeal people and local officials. We can no long s,. look to sink
plistic solutions such as service cutbacks or ftinding increases to deal with complei
nationaj problems. These only deal with the symptomsnot the diseaseand it is
time to deal with the realities of a population growing older.

When I was ranking Republican of the House Select Committee on Aging, Con-
gressman Biaggi and I headed up a Subcommittee on Human Services. This commit-
tee issued a study in 1980 called "Future Directions for Aging Policy, a Human
Service Model." It should be noted that this bipartisan report was published before
Reaganomics became a household word.

The study forecast:
1. Those truly in need of services will be over 75,
2. A preventive approach in social, as well as medical programs should be encour-

aged.
3. Emphasis should be placed on decentralizationa return to loeal authority.
4. Money management role should be taken from planning and advocacy agencies

since technical assistance and money management are incompatible roles.
5. Emphasis should also be placed on private sector involvementfund-raising,4-

families, neighborhoods, voluntary associations and religious groups.
6. The role of the area agencies on aging, as local resouree centers, must be

strengthened, especially as to planning from the bottom up and supporting and fully
utilizing in-place systemsfamilies, neighborhoods, voluntary and religious associ-
ations, and racial and ethnic subgroups

Nowhere does the suggested road map for aging programs apply more realistically
than in rural America.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much, Senator Grass ley.
Ruth, I am particularly concerned about the effect of the admin-

istration proposals for the title V program. Some have told me that
the loss of the Green Thumb workers will have a domino effect on
our small townsthat is to say that many small town nutrition
programs rely on these worker, and if they lose them, they will be
unable to hire people to take Iheir place and to staff the nutrition
sites.

How do you see this situation?
Ms. KOBELL. This is the report that we have received, that a good

many nutrition programs have had to rely on the help of some
part-time Green Thumb workers and other title V workers to keep
the program going. I remember stopping in a sNall town up in Wis-
consin not too long ago, in which they said, "BuN.f.-*e lose this, we
may lose our nutrition 'program. We have already had our funds
cut back; we are cutting out Wednesday dinners, and everybody is
biinging pot-luck on Wednesday." So I think there is automatically
an adaptation on a volunteer basis. But if we lose our Green
Thumb workers, we simply will not be able to keep the nutrition
sites op,h, which also is a base for the social activity; the opportu-
nity to come together. A 'Woman who had considerable emotional
problems was playing the piano for the group, and it had proved a
therapy that was very useful, because she could get out and work
with other people.

I am delighted to learn that, I believe yesterday in the markup of
the urgent supplemental program by the Senate Appropriations
Committee, Senator Schmitt's package of amendments to the
House billH.R. 5922added the $210 million which was needed
to keep the program running from October 1, 1982 to June 30,
1983. We hope that will move along, because othersise, we would
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be faced with an October 1 shutdown for what we think is one of
the most' constructive programs.

It is a aemonstration program. A number of our Green Thumb
workers are building solar greenhouses. Sometimes in thewinter-
time,, they grow vegetables for the senior citizen center, or for some
of the other groups in town. They also grow seedling plants in the
spring. In many rural areas, you do not have a lot of access to
garden supply. But then in the summertime, they use the heat of
the solar greenhouse to dry fruits and vwstables. I think title V is
a great demonstration of the way hi which what is basically a
small program in terms of Federal investment provides demonstra-
tion and leadership in new areas of activity.

Senator PRESSLER. I shall now yield to Senator Burdick for his
questions.

Senator BURDICK. Thank you.
Ruth, it is good to see you again.
MasKopzu.. It is nice to see you, Senator.
Senator Bulimic We seem to rely on you for a lot of testimony

that applies to the upper Midwest and the farm areas, and we are
always pleased to hear froth you.

I know the Farmers Union just issued a study on the aepressed
farm economy. How do you see the farm situation affecting the
rural elderly?

Ms. Komix. Well, of course, it has a dramatic effect. Historical-
ly, if I can go back a minute, Green Thumb was started because we
recognized that a good many middle-aged and older farmers had
been forced off the farm and were caught in the pocketh of poverty
of rural areas, and they needed some supplemental income.

The fact is a good many of the farmers now being forced off the
land are probably not older farmers, but younger farmers who
have invested 10 or 15 years of their lives and their energies to try
and get started -isn farming. Our high interest rates and low farm
prices have just brought many of them to their knees and will con-
tinue to do so. This of course immediately reacts on older people in
the community, many of whom are the parents of those farmers.

So it is a ripple-effect. I was not able to find outbut I am sure
somebody has the ratioof how many small businesses go out of
business when a group of farmers go out of business. We have one
county in which they said there were 47 farm sales in the next 2
months. That is a pretty fast sellout of a basic industry.

Senator BUIWICK. The two Aging Committee hearings I held in
North Dakota recently on health care made it clear ta thiit
rural elderly are not apathetic. They have good ideas about how to
meet their needs. What do you think the Government could do best
to help the rural elderly, especially in the health care area?

Ms. Komi.. Well, I think one of the great steps we took was the
Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act, which brought modern,
small hospitals to many communities. I must say that I have found
in some communities, although the law mandated the use of those
hospitals for peo'ple who could not pay or who had medicare or
mecaid, that is not always enforced, and so enforcing access to
these hospitals is important.

I think the clinics which have been set up in a number of rural
areas are extremely important. If older people need highly sophisti-
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cated medical care, they will go to Bismarck or to Great Falls or to
a larger area to get it. FSut often, they need a maintenance kind of
service, checking on the blood pressure, being sure that they get
continuing care. And I think this might be one of the most efficient
uses of our health care systems.

Senator BURDICK. One last question. As you know, home health
and homemaker services are in great demancl by the rural elderly
but are usually unavailable in smaller rural towns. Now, Green
Thumb reaches out into a lot of these little towns. Has anyone
given any thought to letting Green Thumb 'workers provide those
services? If Green Thumb workers can work in nutrition sites and
similar community service programs, couldn't they serve here, too?
Do you see this as a possibility down the road?

Ms. KOBELL. This is a possibility that has been implemented. We
have had over 500 Green Thumbers who are doing just that. They
not only come out and give home health care; they may drive
somebody into town to check with the doctor or to get groceries or
to fill. out their social security forms or whatever business they
need to do. It is again a demonstration of the ways in which a very
limited amount of financial investment can stretch services and be
very cost-effective. AB you know, someone who has a little help can
often stay in their homes. If they do not have any help, they end
up in a nursing home, using their savings and before very long
having to go on medicaid, which is an extremely expensive Federal
outlay.

Senator BURDICK. Thank you very much for your contribation
this morning and thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator PRE/MIXR. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRABBLZY. Thank you.
Senator Pressler chose as the title of this hearing, "Unanswered

Questions." One of the unanswered questions that I have been
dealing withand I hope that there has been a little progress
made, but I guess it does not stand out enough, and I am satisfied
that it has been madeand that is, in the 8 years that I have been
on aging committees in the House and Senate, we in the Midwest,
or I should say, -rural America, have always been concerned about
the problems of transportation of the elderly. In fact, in our areas
of the country, they always say that it is pretty basic to having any
other services work. And your experience in past hearing's on rural
elderly have always featured this common agreement of the need
for transportation in rural areas.

Well, we have a nice national-policy in the sense that this is a
concern and something that ought to be dealt with, but the details
always need to be worked out. So one of the thing, that I thought
about, or I guess I want to ask, is your ideas on the fact that maybe
we have a lack of interagency cooperation. I think of transporta-
tion for senior citizens, I think of some transportation we have for
handicapped people, and of course, we have got the usual school-
buses that are transporting people around. We even have some
churches involved in transportation. All of these things, in their
own way, trying to solve their own problems and to serve the needs
of their own people, with very little cooperation. And when you see
empty or partially empty buses going up and down the road, you
think in terms of what could we do for these networks to be Bery-
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ing mutual interests and in the end, hopefully, enhance the trans-
portation opportunities for the senior citizens, as well as all others
concerned.

Have you given this any thought, and do you see progress having
been made since we first held those hearings in Iowa hack in 1975
and 1976?

Ms. Komi.. As you know, we have run a couple of demonstra-
tions of interagency cooperation on transportation. They have not
always been totally successful in reaching their goals. Partly, I
think., people get accustomed to doing things the same way.

One of the problems that I have been told is difficult, and yet I
suspect should have a solution, is that of insurance. They say,
"Well, we cannot use the schoolbus for disabled people because the
insurance will not cover it," or ZWe cannot use it for senior citi-
zens." And I remember several years ago suggesting that it would
be great if the Senate Aging Committee, the White House, some-
body on a prestigious level, simply got some of the insurance people
together and said: "Listen, there must be waysyou have met a lot
of other problems on insurance. You have met high-risk costs and
so onto work out an adaptation so that we can expand our uses
of vehicles across the organization lines." I think it is extremely
important that we do this.

Certainly, while we may have had a decrease of 2 or 3 cents in
gasoline, we are going to have an energy problem continuing, and
as you say it is terrible to have empty buses running up and down.

I would also point out that down in Texas about 8 or 9 years ago,
after Green Thumb had demonstrated the fact that we could use
older people in scheduling and driving buses, the State of Texas ap-
propriated funds on the State level to set up what is called the
senior transportation employment program in some 40 or 50 coun-
ties in West Texas. They continued to appropriate funds on a State
level, year after yrear, to maintain that transportation. The buses
are repaired, I think, in the State prison, as part of the training
program for prisoner& The buses are driven and managed by
people who meet the same eligibility guidelines as Green Thumb. I
have had a letter from a county Red Cross up in Wisconsin, who
pointed out that they sponsor a rural transportation program. They
get financial support for their buses their fuel, and so on, I think,
through the county commissioners. They got their drivers and their
dispatchers from Green Thumb, and the Red Cross people them-
selves provided some overall supervision and responsibility for the
project.

So maybe what we need to do is talk more about the ways in
which we can spread the demonstrations that we have already ex-
perienced in meeting some of these needs. I would suspect that one
of the great steps forward would be to figure out what the prob-
lems are with insurance.

Senator GRAMMY. Thank you.
Senator Panama. Let me say that the Senators can submit addi-

tional questions for the record te any witnesses or indeed, can
submit questions,,,and we will try to submit them to the appropri-
ate agency to get a specific answer.

Ruth, let me uk one final question. In your opinion, what could
be done to alleviate the problems of income maintenance from
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which rural women suffer disproportionately? You might expand
on that a bit. Do rural elderly women suffer from problems, or do
they have different experiences, or do we need to be especially con-
cerned about them, as compared to elderly women in general?

Ma. KOBELL. I think rural women, by and large, probably have
less opportunities for education and training. I am reminded of
your definition of communities of 10,000 and less, because you do
not have junior colleges out there, at least not in Montana or
South Dakota. You may have an agricultural extension service, but
this often is not focused on training for employment or income en-
hancement.

Again, we have limited employment opportunities in many areas
and a great many rural women are homemakers most of their
lives. Farm women particularly may farm with their husbands a
good part of their lives and then be widowed and lose the farm and
find that they have got no recognized employment skills. We think
they have markethble skills, in terms of maintaining a home and
helping to run a farm and to manage the assets. But they start out
late in life, even paying social security, so that quite often a
woman's social security is less than that for which she is eligible as
a spouse.

F'arm women are not eligible to pay into social security unless a
farm is incorporated and the farmer and his wife are put on pay-
roll as such, so that they lose the disability coverage of social secu-
rity, as well as the retirement coverage, and the protection f9r
their dependents.

So yes, I think it is a real problem. I think again, it is probably a
matter of a combination of resources. The Ylomen's Educational
Equity Act provided some targeting of resources, and also some rec-
ognition of the fact that this enhances the whole wealth of the
community. Over half of the farmers in this country have one
member of the family working off the farm. Of course, that is
largely because you have such lousy farm prices that they have to
work off the farm to buy groceries. But I think farm women have
often, from a variety of directions, been limited in their opportunt-
ties for employment.

Senator PRESSLER. I want to get that point straight on social se-
curity. If the farm is not incorporated so the husband and wife can
both be on the payroll, over the years, the wife does not have a sep-
arate social security account, so therefore, she would not qualify,
for example, for disability, but she would qualify for social security
payments if her husband dies.

Ms. KOBELL. As a spouse, but not in her own right as having con-
tributed, and a good many women, as you know, ride the tractor,
keep the accounts, run the dairy farm, or whatever, so that they
are making a professional contribution, and yet by law, they are
not allowed to contribute to social security unless they have a spe-
cial incorporation status.

Senator PRESSLER. Sure. Even if they(do not ride the tractor, they
are cooking and maintaining the home."._

MS. KOBELL. Yes, but more than that, they really are an impor-
tant part of the management of that business.

Senator PRESSLER. R' uth, we may have additional questions for
you for the record. We appreciate your coming. I am going to have

k
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lunch today with your national president, Mr. Stone, and our State
president, and we appreciate your work very much.

KOBIILL. thank you. I appreciate that.
Senator Pazanza. Ilext, I will call on Calvin Beale, Program

Leader, Ecenomic Development Division, U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C.

Calvin, if you can summarite your opening statement somewhat,
we will have some questions for you.

e<

STATEMENT OF CALVIN L. BEALE, WASHINGTON, D.C., PROGRAM
LEADER, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE
Mr. Braux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I propose to give a brief overview of the population and related

characteristics of the older rural population.
There is no standard program definition of "rural." We have sev-

eral different definitions. And when the results of the 1980 popula-
tion census finally become available, we will be able to class the
statistics for different versions of rurality and can tailor them
more to your needs. For this hearing, it is necessary for the most
part to rely on surveys whose residential dimension is that of met-
ropolitan and nonmetropolitan. In general, the numbers and char-
acteristics` of nonmetropolitan people are rather similar to rural,
although a nonmetropolitan area can include a city of as large as
49,000 people, but it would not include the many rural people who ,
live in the outlying parts of officially metropolitan counties.

In 1980, we had about 9 million nonmetropolitan residents who
were 65 and over. I believe you may have cited a figure of 5 million
in your opening statement. If you did, then I would say that you
are actually understating the numbers of these people. There may
be about 300,000 who are in institutions, and the data on character-
istics that we have are for the remaining approximately 8.7 mil-
lion.

But if we had the definition that you used of rural and towns of
less than 10,000, I am confident thiit aven with that definition, the
number would not be less than 8 million in'the 1980 census.

From a regional point of view, the South has far more elderly
rural people than any other regionabout 46 percent of them
and the Midwest from Ohio to the Dakotas has about another 30
percent. So three-fourths of them are located in those two regions,
whereas the metropolitan elderly population is much more widely
distributed from a regional point of view. The number of older
rural and smalltown people has been growing very rapidly
recent years by 'around 24 percent' per year. This is far more tlian
double the growth rate of the U.S. population ai a whole, and is
roughly 15 percent higher than the rate at which the older metro-
politan Opulation has been increasing.

The percehtage that older people comprise of the total population
in rural areas runs around 12 percent, about one-eighth, compared
with about one-tenth of the total in the metro areas. However,
there are great disparities between different parts of the country in
the percentage that older people make up of the total, and I have
illustrated that with a map. The map shows the nonmetropolitan

u
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counties which have one-sixth or more of their population consist-
ing of persons 65 years of age and over. There are about 500 coun-
ties like that now, which is about one-fifth of all rural and small-
town counties. Those that are lined on the map have between one-
sixth and one-fifth of their poipulation now 65 and over, and the
counties that are dotted have 20 percent or more, one-fifth or more.
You will notice immediately how strongly they are concentrated in
a North-South Belt from Minnesota and the Dakotas in the North
down to Texas in the South, plus some outlying areas such as Flor-
ida,
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In the agricultural areas on that map, such as the Dakotas, and
parts of Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, the high percentages result from
out-movement of younger people because of the heavy dependence
on agriculture, and the lack of alternative job opportunities. A
higher percentage of older people develops because so many of the
young have moved away. In areas such as the central Texas hill
country or the Missouri Ozarks or the Upper Great Lakes, or in
Florida, the high percentages stem from the in-movement of older
people seeking nonmetropolitan areas for retirement.

I mentioned there are about 500 counties on the map, which is
for 1978. In 1970, there were only 125 counties with this high a per-
centage of the elderly, so there is a very rapid increase in the
number of rural and small-town counties that have comparatively
high percentages of older people. Naturally, in these areas, then,
there is a comparatively high need for services for the elderly in
comparison with other types of services, and the elderly voters do
gradually become a substantial part of the electorate, though we do
not have any county in which they are a majority of the electorate.

High percentages like this are muc114nore common in nonmetre-
politan areas than they- are in metropolitan areasSt. Petersburg,
in Pinellas County, Fla., would be a notable exception to that. You
can have neighborhoods within urban municipalities or counties at
high percentages, but in terms of county governmental units, it is
predominantly a rural phenomenon.

A number of older people in the last decade, perhaps 16 years,
have been moving into the rural areas. We think this is running at
a net of about 45,000 people per. year. And the movement extends
down to the not-yet-older population, those 65 to 64 years of age.
There is no net movement of elderly people in after about age 75.
With advancing age, some of them seem to feel it necessary to
move back to the cities, with widowhood or declining health capac-
ity.

The second map is on net migrationnonmetropolitan counties
with high levels of net improvement of older people. The rate
shown would be the equivalent of growth of the elderly population
by at least one-eighth in every 10 years from net inmovement
those are the lined countiesbut the dotted counties are growing
at a rate of about 20 percent in older population over 10 years from
inmovement.
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The difference between the two maps is immediately apparent.
Many of the counties that are having net inmovement of older
people are much widely spread than the counties that have
high percentages o elderly in the total population. This can come
about because sa m ny of the counties having substantial inmove-
ment" of older people are also having inmovement of younger
people as well. But some of these growth areas are advancing to
the state of the counties, we saw on the previous map. You can
notice the rapid inmovement of older people into the Upper Great
Lakes area. It is no longer just a Sun Belt phenomenon. You can
see Florida and Arizona, but you can also see the New Mexico,
Texas, the Puget Sound area, the Sierra Nevada areas in Califor-
nia, or areas in the Northeast, too. It has become a very wide-
spread occurrence.

. Research on the people who move into these areas indicates that
they typically cite broadly environmental reasons fel' their decision
to move, either in terms of negative attitudes about the cities or
positive attitudes abOut the rural areas,and most of them have
preexisting ties of either kinship, friendsfp, or property ownership
in the areas to which they move.

In a study of the rapidly growing nonmetropolitan areas in the
Midwest, it was fowid that the older newcomers were less likely to
be satisfied with medical care, with public transportation, which is
practically absent, or shopping facilities, but nonetheless, despite
those deficiencies, they showed whigh degree of overall satisfaction
about their moves. Particularly, they rated the nonmetropolitan
areas high on healthy environment, personal safety, privacy;
friendliness, and lower local taxes.

Close to three-fifths of the elderly in rural areas are married
with spouse present. Most of the others are living alone, although
some are with families or friends. The women are much more
likely to be widowed or to be alone than the men, because of the
greater longevilty of women, which is about 7 years longer than
men, and thefact that most women marry men who are 2 or 3
years older than themselves.

The one-person elderly household is not more common in the
rural areas than in the metro, but I think it does pose more of a
problem in the open country setting, where neighbors are not as
close to be summoned for assistance or to detect when some type of
emergency has occurred.

As with urban people, most of the rural elderly are not formally
employed, but 20 percent of the men are still in the labor force at
age 65 and over; about 8 percent of the women. Now, the figure for

- the men is a little higher than that in urban areas, I think princi-
pally because some of the rural men are able to continue at least
part-time employment in farming. But as in urban areas, the per-
centage of older men who are employed continues to drop. It was
about 26 percent back in the early 1970's and is now down to about
20 percent.

We can say two things albout income. First, the older rural
people are more likely to be poor thlitrtteir metropolitan counter-
parts and, second, that there is a greater generational difference in
the incidence of poverty level income in the rural areas than in the
city. That is to say, there is not too much difference in the likeli-
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hood of being poor 'in a metropolitan setting if you are Old or not
old, but in rural areas, 20 percent of the older people have poverty
level income using the official definitions, compared with only
about 12 percent of the youngez: rural people and compared with
only about 12 percent of the urban elderly. It is a significant differ-
ence.

Expressed another way, one-half of all the older people in the
United States who have poverty level incomes live in rural areas,
although not more-than about a third of the younger poor do so.

Poverty is especially high for rural blacks and, Hispanics. Some
46 percent of all older black 'elderly rural residents had poverty
level incomes in 1979, and 35 percent of the Hispanics. Poverty is
also particularly high for those who &repot living with a spouse,
whether living alone or with other relatii'es. Three-eighths of them
are in poverty. Then the highest poverty rate that I have aver seen
in any of the Federal statistics, bar none, is for older black rural
women, who have a poverty rate of 82 percent. There are something
over 100,000 of them.

I would like to touch on health conditions. Rural elderly are
more prone to have chronic health conditions than are urban elder-
lychronic health conditions that limit their activity in some way.
Mout 48 percent of them reported they had an activity limitation
due to chronic health problems. The corresponding (twit, for met-
ropolitan older people is 48 percent. It is not an enormous differ-
ence, but it is a real one anal a persistent one. Poor health is most
coMmon among older rural peQpljn the South, where 58 percent
reported a chronic problem.

The older rural elderly do not have any higher incidence of acute
conditions, short term or injury ty conditions, than the metro-
politan poor do. But the disproportlonte occurrence of chronic con-
ditions is also true of middle-aged people, and thus, it ie not a prob-
lem that is going to disappear in rural areas, simply with the pass-
ing of the,current older generation. Older nonmetro people are not
as dimly as older metro residents to make visits to physicians, de-
spite their chronic limitations, but they are much more likely to
require hospitalization. They showed in average of about 280 stays
in hag:vitals per 1,000 ..pulation per year, compared with metro el7
derly who averaged ..ut 227 hospital stays per 1,000 population
per year. The very nature of rural and small town settlement may
make it more necessary foe rural people to require hospitalization
because of the lower accessibility of either physicians or outpatient

tment.
For most older rural people, the quality of housing ie adequata,

but such deficiencies as occur are More likely to occur in the rural
areas. About 8 percent of the rural households headed by an older

Czl1still complete plumbing. That fa, either they do not
yz31.2 flush toilet, a bathtub or a &ewer, or hot and cold running

water, or some combination of those basic elements, and this ir
more than four times the rate of plumbing deficienciee among the
urban elderly. The plumbing problem is especially provident
among rural elderly in the South and among those who rent their
homing. Older elderly people in rural arees who rent their housing
lack complete plumbing in about one-ftfth of the housing units.
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Also, the rural elderly are more likely to have places that have
problems relating to sewage &appeal, kitchen facilities, or structur-
al defects. .

-

So, although there has been great progress in rural housing,
there are, still remaining problems that occur disproportionately
among the rural elderly'.

In conclusion, the older rural and small town population seems
likely to continue to grow rapidly in the future, with much of the
growth at the very olfiest ag . . where physical or mental infirmi-
ties and widowhood are mos common. In a time when there has
been much modernization of t e conditions of rural life, it...would be
wrong to pretend that there is no similarity in the conditions and
needs of the urban and rural'eldefly, but it would be equallt wrong
to contend that all meaningful differences in the circumstances of

i
,--- these people have vanished, or that they are ever likely to. Sparsi;

ty of population and small scale settlement will, in my opinion,
always impose somewhat different conditions and suggest different
program approaches in rural areas.

Thank you .
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beale follows:I

PREPARILD RTATEMZNT OF CALVIN ti BZA1.1.
Older rural Americans, and communities in which they live, share in the general

trends and conditions that occur in the Nation, But life in rural areas and small
towns *still shaped by the scattered nature of settlement, the small size of commu-
nities. and differences between rural and urban arena in economy', income, and facil-
ities. Thus. in any consideration of the needs of older people it is useful to take a
separate look at rural areas, I propose in this statement to.sive a brief overview of
population and related characteeistim of older rural people_ ..

There is no standard program definition of "rural. VVhen the results of the 1980
population census become available, it will be poseible to show statistics for people
classed by ,several different degrees of rurality, For this hearing. it is Acessary to
rely on surveys whoee only residential dimension is that of metropolia41 and nen.
metropolitan. In general, the numbers and characteristies of nonmetropolitan
msple are similar to rural, and I will use the two terms rather interchangeably.
The difference between the concepts in that nonmetrepolitan areas include cities of
up to 49,999 people, but exclude open country and village residents who live within
the official boundaries of a metropolitan area_

) meal= Amu LOCATION OF PEOPLIE. In 1980. there were 8,659,000 nonme4Yopolitan residents who were 65 years old or
over iexcluding those in institutional)._ Th.ey accounted .for 36 portent of all
noninstitutionalized older people in the United States, tTlie number of nonmetropol
nen .older people in institutions is, believed to be about 300,000. but dada on these
people are not available in the surveys on which the statement is teased i .4

4 Because of regional differences in rural settlement and retirement patterns. the

411IP

regional distribution of the rural elderly is rather different from thal of the metro-
politan elderly.. Among the:four minor miensNortheast, North Central. South.
and Westthe proportion that each codiains of the older metropolitan population
varies only from 21 percent in the West to 30 percent in the Northeast. However,
the.South alone contains 45.percent of the older rural and small town population,
whereas the Northeast and West combined have only 25 percent
The, number of olde'r rural and small town people has been growing rapidly in 0'
recent years, by around 2,5 perteat per year This is far mere than double the
growth rate of the total U.S. population, and about oneseventh higher that the rate
at which the older metropolitan population has been increasing

The.. percentage that older people compriase of the total population le somewhat
greater in rural and small town areas than in large cities and suhurbs. In 1980, per.
sons 65 and over comprised one-eighth (12.3 percent) of the nonmetropolitan popula.
tion end one-tenth (10.2 percent) .of the metropolitan total. In general, this percent-
age is higheet in rural villages, next hilhest is small towns of up to 10.00) papule-

9 6
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don, and lower in somewhat larger towns or in the open country. It I. still common
for many farm people or other open country dwellers to move into a village or town
during retiremefit.

However, the disparities that exist among different parts of the country in-propor-
tions of older population are typically wider than those among various types of resi-
dence. We now have over 500 rural and email town counties in which people 65 and
over comprise one-aixth or more of the total ibpulation, and in 178 of these cases
the proportion exceed' one-fifth of the population. Mite° counties are heavily con+
centrated in the central pert of the Nation, from Minneeota and North Dakota
south to Texas. In the agricultural areas of this belt, the preportion of elderly
people has become high because, as the number of farms has declined, many of the,
young people have moved awa,y over the years to seek opportunity elsewhere. In
other places, such u the Ozark plateau or the Texas hill country, the make up of
the population has become older because retired people have moved in. Counties
with high percentage,of older people are much more common in rural and small
torn areas than theyfire in metropolitan "America. In such areas there is a relative-
ly bah need for services for the elderly in comparison with other services. Elderly
voters graduallfbecome a substantial part of the electorate, although essentially
never a minority.

MIGRATION +-Th

In the last two decades, considerable movement oiolder people to rural and small
town areas has occurred. From 1975 to 1980, the average net movement of persons
65 years and over to nonmetropolitan areas was 45,000 per .year. On a net basis, all
of this occurred among people aged 65 to 74. With advancing age, as many people
move away from rurW and small town areas as to them. Presumably, dee
health and onset of widowhood prompt some people to seek the services and facil
ties of large urban areas or to move nearer their children.

It should be noted that the rural and small town counties that are having rapid
growth of older population are dispersed more widely throughout the country than
those that have high relative proportions of the elderly. Rapid growth of older
people does not necesearily, laid to high relative concentrations if the number of
younger pesople is growing, also. Thus for example, many counties in the West, the
Southeast (except for Florida), or even in northern Michigan, that attract older
people have also tended to attract population of all ages. Thus, they have not
become disproportionately elderly.

Research on the older people who move to nonmetropolitan areas shows that the
majority are married at he time of their Moves, and typically more affluent and
better educated than the/local older population. Many of the migrants cite environ-
mental reasons for their decision to move, which may be couched either in terms of
negative perceptions of continued life in metropolitan areas or positive views about
the merits of rural or small town life. Most have preexisting ties of friendship, kin-
ship, or property ownership in the areas to which they move. There is evidence that
the older migrants from metropolitan areas are more prone to seek an open country
residence at their area of deetination than is true of older rural people who move at
time of retirement. The latter ahow a stronger preference for towns.
_ In_a_atudy_ of _rapidly gmwing nomnetropolitan counties in the Midwest,l' it was
found that older people moving mto these areas from the cities were Tess likely to be
as satisfied with medical care, shopping facilities, employment opportunities, or
availability of public transportation as they were in their previous_residence. None-
theless, they rated their overall degree of satisfaction as higher in their hew rural
and small town communities, giving their new communities particularly high rat-
Mg. for healthy environment, personal safety, privacy, friendliness, and lower WA
taxes, as compared-with the metropolitan areas they had left. --,

MARITAL AND HOUSMIOLD RTATUS

Among all nonmetropolitan residents 65 years old and over, about'57 percent are
married with 'pollee present. This is higher than the comparable figure of 51.5 per-
cent in metropolitan areas, and is a favorable aspect of the condition of older rural
people. The difference begins to emerge in early periods of life when some rural
peoplewomen in particularwho fail to marry or who ha'eroken marriages
elect to move to the city. It is often reinforced in later years bylhirpfopensity of

"Rebirth of Rural America: Rural the Midwest," Andrew J. Sofranko and
James D. Williams, editors, North Central Center for Rural Development, June 1980.
'awe chapter 9, "The Older Metropolitan Origin t . . . , by Nina Glasgow.
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older rural people to move during widowhood. As in urban areas, there is a vast
difference in the marital status of older rural people by sex. Seventy-eight percent
of the men are married, spouse present, compared to only 41 percent of the women.
This primarily reflects the much greater longevity of women, plus the fact that
moot women marry men who are older than themselves.

Curiously, we do not seem to have precise data on the extent to which rural and
small town older people live alone. We do know that living aloneoccurs slightly less
frequently among the rural than urban elderly, because of the somewhat lower per-
centage of women present in the rural group. We are-able to say that 43 percent of
all nonmetropolitan household heads 65 years and over in 1979 consisted of one
person households. The metropolitan figure was 46 percent. The percentage who live
alone is probably increasing, given more rapid growth of the oldest segment of the
elderly populationthose 75 years of' age and over, where widowhood is more
common. Living alone can pose particular problems in an open country setting,
where neighbors are .not as close by to be summoned for assistance or to detect
emergencies.

EMPLOYMENT

Most people 65 years old and over no longer work for a living, although a major-
ity of men are still in the labor force at ages 60 to 64. During 1981, an average of
19 6 percent of nonmetropolitan men 65 years and over were in the labor force, and
8.3 percent of the women. The figure for men is consistently somewhat higher than
that for men in urban areas (17,7 in 1981), but there is no measurable residential
difference in the propensity of older women to work. The somewhat higher labor
force participation for older nonmetropolitan men is in large part a function of the
greater role of agriculture in rural areas and of the ability and desire of some older
men to continue activity in agriculture, even if of a diminished nature.

As in urban areas, the percentage of older rural and small town men who work
has been dropping steadily. As late as 1973, 25.9 percent of them were in the labor
force, compared with the 19.6 percent in 1981. There seems to be no statistical evi-
dence yet of a leveling off in this trend. The generally increased participation of
American women in the tabor force is common among young and middle-aged rural
women, but has not resulted in increased employment of those above age 60.

Dicosiut

The only income.data currently available on older rural people are those relating
to poverty status. They show clearly that older rural people are (1) more likely to be
poor than are their metropolitan counterparts, and that (2) there is a greater gener-
ational diffeceix.a. -In poverty status in the rural areas than in the cities. To be spe-
cific, 20 percent of all nonmetropolitan people 65 years and over were living on pov-
erty level incomes in 1979, compared with 12 percent of persons of the,eame age in
metropolitan areas. And, whereas there was little difference in the incidence of pom-IS. erty among the elderly and nonelderly in metropolitan areas (12 percent versus 10
percent), in rural areas and small towns the difference waj substantially wider (20.5
percent versus 12.7 percent). Thus rural and small town poverty is disproportionate-
ly an affliction of-the-elderly. Expressed in anotherway.-ane-half-otall-older people
in America who have poverty level incomes live in rural areas and small towns,
compared with less than three-eighths of the young and middle-aged poor.

As is the case with urban poverty, rural poverty is especially high for blacks and
Hispanics. Some 46 percent of all older black rural and small town residents had
poverty level incomes in 1979, as did 35 percent of the Hispanics.

Wide variations in poverty level income conditions are associated with differences
in amily and househOld status. Of the older -rural and small town,people who main-

flied their own households or who lived with family members 'Only about 13 per-
cent were in poverty (although this is more than double the comparable metropoli-
tan level). However, of those who were living alone or with nonrelatives, 37 percent
were in poverty. Among older black rural' women not in families, the poverty rate
reaches an astounding 82 percent.

HEA LTH CONDITIONS

In addition to lilting more likely to have very low incomes, the rural elderly are
also more prone to have chronic health conditions that limit their activity. In 1973-
74, 48.1 percent of nonmetropolitan people aged 65 and over reported that they had
an activity limitation due to chronic health problems. The corresponding figure for
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metropolitan people of the same iw was 433 percent Poor health is most common
&song older rural people in the ftgh, , where 53.1 percent had a chronic problem.

Further, the nonmstropolitan elderly report a somewhat greater numb:gotta
per year of restricted activiV, g 992 days ageing 82.8 days for
tan people of the some age. Resdt-W activity days were especially high in the non-

the incidence and duration of chronic disabilities. do not have any higher inci-
dence of acute conditions. It bp worth noting that the occurrence of

metropolitan South where they averaged 51.8 per person.
Thus the nonmetropolitan ely are more to require assistance because of

chronic activity-limiting health conditions among nonmetropolitan people I. present
also among middle-8W people, and therefore is not a problem that will end with
the current older generatIo

Older nonmetropolitan people are not as likely as their metropolitan counterparts
to make visits to physicians, but they are much more likely to require hospitalisa-
tion. They showed an average of 280 stays in hospitals per 1,000 population, com-
pared with just 227 hospital stays per 1,000 among metropolitan people of the same
age The very nature of rural and small town eettlement may make it more neces-
sary for rural people to require hospitalisation because of the lower accessibility of
either physician' or outpatient treatment

ammo
For most older people the quality of housing is adequate. Deficiencies, however,

are more likely to occur in ruralAress: In 1979, 8 percent of rural houmeholds
headed by an older person lacked cbmplete plumbing; that Jr, they lack either a
flush toilet, a bathtub or shower, hot and cold running water, or perhaps all of theme
basic elements. This is more than four times the rate of plumbing deficiencies
among the urban elderly, where the incidence is los than 2 percent The plumbing
problem I. especially prevalent among rural elderly in the South, where 13 percent
still have inadequate plumbing, and amay those who rent their housing where it
reaches 19 percent.

A. compared with urban housing, the r4al elderly who have their own places are
also more likely to have problems relating to sewage disposal, kitchen facilities, or
structural defects. There has been great progress made in rural housing, but the re-
maining problems do occur disproportionately among the elderly.

CONCLUMON

From this overview of the older rural population, I think there are several paints
to stream

Unlike the period before 1960, the rural and "mall towalpopulation I. growing not
only from its own men* increase, but alio from inmov'ment of people from the 1

cities and suburbs. This inmovement probably included about a half million elderly
people in,the 1970s.

Counties with high percentages of older people are much more common in rural
and small town areas than they are in metropolitan areas, and their number is
gde_R4inforztidly.

y, the nonmetropolitan elderly population is disproportionately located
in the South.

Mani rural older people are poor. Poverty I. considerably more prevalent among
the rural elderly than it is among urban elderly, in a manner not as true of the
young populatim

There m definitely a residential difference in health conditions and hospitalisation
needs among older people. Those livthg in nonmetropolitan areas are more likely to
have chronic disaMfities that restrict thdr activities and increase their need for as-
sistance, and am more likely to require hospital care.

that am below average in community wealth and that are well eq
Much of the growtb of ol&r rural population has occurred areas

services and facilities for older people as they become more t wi advanc-
ing W.

DesOte awareness of the more limited availabiliq of certain services in the rural
and small town setting, older people in rural areas, including those who have moved
in from urban areas, express a high degree of residential preference for the rural
and small town locales.

Without question, problems of inadequate hauling more commonly affect older
people and are most pronounced among the rural elderly, especially those who are
renters or who live in the South.
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The older rural and small town population seems likely to Zontinue to grow rapid-
ly in the future, with much more growth of population at the vr t

hi a time
i,loldest ages,

where physical or mental infirmities and widowhood are most co
when there has been much modernization of the conditions of rural ifeit-zmuld be
wrong to pretend that there is no similarity in the conditiong,and needs of the rural
and urban elderly. But, it would be equally wrong to contend that all meaningful:
differences in the circumstances of these people have vanished, or that they are
ever likely to. Sparsity of population and small-scale settlements will always impose
somewhat different conditions and suggest different program approaches in rural
areas.

TABLE 1,-MARITAL STATUS OF PERSONS 65 YEARS OLD AND OVER, BY RESIDENCE, MARCH 1980
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TABLE 3.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION, AGE 60 AND

OVER, BY RESIDENCE 1981 AND 1973
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TABLE I-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE CIVIUMI NONINSTITUDONAL POPUIATION, AGE 60 AND

OVER, BY RESIDENCE 1981 AND 1973-Continued
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TABLE 5.POVER1Y STATUS IN 1979 OF PERSON 65 YEARS OW AND OVER, BY RESIDENCE,

FAMILY STATUS, AND RACE
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Senator GRAMM [presiding]. Thank you very much. Senator
Pressler will be right back. hi the meantime, since he is not here, I
normally would be second on asking questions, but I would like to
ask first, in his absence.

First of all, the statistics that you were using, and I know you
used statistics throughout your testimony, but the last stated statis-
tics, I was wondering what the date of those were. Are those very
recent?

Mr. Blau. The statistics that I used vary from 1974 to 1981. I
have scrounged them from wherever I could get them. Most of
them come from surveys conducted by the Census Bureau, national
sample surveys. Some of them come from surveys conducted by the
Public Health Service.

Senator GRAMM. They would bethe latest statistics.
Mr. &ma. They are the latest in each case, yes
Senator GRAMM. OK. Now, frankly, from the 'title of your divi-

sion that you come from within the UiEbA, I am not sure that you
are the one that I should be asking this question of, but I would
like to ask it anyway, and hopefully, if you cannot answer it, you
will take the message back to the people you work with.

But we had the previous witnese, Ruth Kobell, who repreoented
the National Farmers Union, as one of four or five prominent farm
organizations in the country, and I could include in my question
even a lot of organizations that are rural-oriented that maybe are
not prominent in the sense of beipg national farm organizations
per se, but she represents an organization that has been concerned
about the sqcial problems and the social needs o! rural America
and has been actively involved and has been administering a Fed-
eral program to encourage employment of senior citizens. I use the
Farmers Union just as an example. My key point is volunteerism
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and this administration's efforts to promote volunteerism to fill in
some of the gaps that the Federal Government has not been filling
in or, because of budget cutbacks, will not. be doing as much as
they have in the past.

Has there been any effort within the Department of Agriculture,
not just because of the President's emphasis upon volunteerism, to
get* farm organizations, rural private groups, interested in promot-
ing volunteerism? Has the Secretary asked these farm organiza-
tions if they are concerned about things other than farm program;
and basic economic philosophies? There is a need for organizations
to represent, to spearhead cooperative efforts in not only promoting
volunteerism, hopefully, with the end result being to fill some gaps,
not just because of buftet cutbacks, but because, regardless of
whatever leiel of Feder.e expenditures we have for some 9f these
programs, we are not going to fin all the needs. So I would like to
have you comment and, to the extent that you can, answer the
question, and see if something can be done within the Department
of Agriculture to promote this.

Mr. Batas. I think that the basic answer toyour question is yes,
but I am not in a position to comment on it, in that I do not have
any program, or policy functions. I can tell you that we' have at-
tempted in the Economic Research Service to do some reeearch at
least on the subject of volunteerism to be supportive of policies of
this nature. I suspect the Secretary's office would be glad to re-
spond to the question, but since my work is in reaearch and infor-
mation, I cannot comment on aspects of that nature.

Senator GRAMILEY. Maybe you could submit to the Assistant Sec-
retary who is in charge of your division my interest in this, so that
it could get to the higher counsels within the USDA, and I will ex-
press it from the top down.

Mr. Riau. I would be glad to, sir.
Senator GRAMMY. Senator Pressler has asked me to express his

thanks to you, Calvin, for your testimony, and that he does not
have any questions at this point. He may submit some in writing.

Thank you.
I would like to call the next witness, who is David Earl Suther-

land. He is director of the rural gerontology program and associate
professor of sociology at Ohio University, which Le in Athens, Ohio.

Mr. Sutherland, we welcome you to the committee, and tell you
that you may proceed as you desire, but if you want to summarize,
your statement will be printed in tato in the record.

STATEMENT OF DAVID EARL SUTHERLAND, DIRECTOR, RURAL
GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM, OHIO UNIVERSITY, ATHENS, OHIO
Mr. SUMMAND. I appreciate the privilege of appearing before

you this morning. My task in the next few minutes is to identify
what I believe are significant research gaps in knowledge about
rural aging events. I see these areas as pointing out paradoxes and
puzzles in die knowledge base being created in rural gerontology.

There ara eight topics I would like to briefly describe for you.
The first one has to do with the nature of the rural environment.

We tend to treat the rural environment as something to be mak,.
come as a barrier to services and programs. Typically, research is
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directed te cost-benefit analysis in delivery of programs. Distance,
geographical isolation, sparsely populated areasall these ele-
ments are seen as problems. I believe it is paradoxical that we have
been unable or unwilling to reframe our efforts and recognise the
genuine importance of these aspects of rural environmenta as a
=ration to a meaningful aging experienceto see these things,

and so forth, as opportunities.
One possibility recognizes what has been called an e der environ-'

mental complex as exemplified by the work by Roii,les in Appa-
lachia. We need to extend his microlevel studies on hew elderly op-
erate in the environment through techniques like mental mapping.
How do rural elderly incorporate into tha.day-to-day meanings
the location features of their environment? Which of these are sa-
lient? Where do aging services rank in their geographical space?
We could perhaps use such unorthodox techniques as remote sans-
in4 technologies or universal geographic information systems, to
build DIG= files which would allow generative modeling com-
bining fixed transportation service location, and especial-
ly, interpretive meanings ortheen:nvironment for understanding
how rural elderly negotiate their space. We do not understand how
a person incorporates environmental characteristics of rural situa-
tions into their aging behavior.

The second area is the meaning of the aging experience in rural
environments. Gerontologists typically research value systems
about and toward elderly, geneily to show that myths of aging
exist. Studies do exist and are currently ongoing seeking to under-
cover the rural values appropriate to aging.

My intereet lies in exploring the natural occasions under which
aging becomes a factor in self-image and self-actualization in rural
environments. How I. one reminded of aging? By the area agency
on aging/ By social gerontologists doing research? By needs assess-
ment surveys? By reading the Older Americans Act? In other
words, what are the reflexive dimensions to aging and how can
those dimensionalities be researched?

With support from the Administration on Aging, I have been in-
volved in these efforts in the kinahip information study done in
southeastern Ohio in one county. I proposed in that research at
least three reflexive dimensions. 'The fwst I. technical, that is, the
cognitive *maaning and knowledge about aging held by a person'.
the second is linguistic, or how people discum aging and decoct',
their aging expenence; and the third is practice, that is, practical
actions taken by a person through the intersection of the other two
dimensions as motivational bases.

We found a startling result in seeking data on the fint two of
these aspects. Using the well-known Palmore facts about Sp quiz
given to rural elderly, we found that rural women displayed a re-
markable consistency in their cognitive knowledge about aging.
Moreover, their scores correlated with other kinds of sociodemogra-
phic characteristics and activities. Rural males, however, displayed
little if any cognitive coherency. They seemed to occupy a veiy (HP
ferent aging world altogether relative to rural fma -W. We know
very little bout male-female differences in such basic orientations
to the aging process in rural situations, how rural environments
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help understand these orientations, or how aging orientatiin re-
lates to progrmn parlcipation in senior activities.

Third is a proble .of what I call the data base reliability: Self-
reports'or structu factors. Gerontology assumes that knowledge
'about aging comsJfrom aging persons. Hence, the efforts devoted
to needs assesemeM methodologies by agencies or collection of data
reports from elderly in reward'. I am walking a thin line here, but
I want to make a point.

It is by no meahs evident to me that individually based reports
accurately supply gerontological foundations for sging4knowlefte. I
would distinguish fourphases of knowledge inquiryof elderly: for
elderly, by elderly, and with elderly. All four knowledge inquiries
require systematic research, yet research efforts ignore one or
more of these factors.

One could interpret social gerontology as an exercise in showing
how elderly themselves provide flawed imageries or myths of aging.
But a deeper issue exists. Consider health data on rural elderly.
Broad aggregate data indicate that rural environments present a
hazardous situation for health of older persons living in rural
areas. However, rural elderly themselves rarely characterize the
rural environment as ill-suited for older persons. Instead, it is the
urban situation that is dangerous, with crime( often cited as a
factor.
,Is one to counteract the mispercepttons of lay rural elderly with

tliat of expert knowledge base of the gerontologist? I think t.he task
is rather to foster communicative mergers of gerontoloecal knowl-
edge with the immediate social world of rural aiderly. This knowl-
edge-complex process has not been researched. We do 'not know
how to merge structural datamuch of the sort that you heard
earlier this morningwith the individual perceptions of rural el-
derly themselves. Clarrent research practices do not routinely re-
quire researchers to report back meaningfully and directly to those
rural elderly from whom information is obtained for aithng their
aging behaviors.

The fourth area is the aging practice in rural situations. I believe
that research in aging acquires special value when translated into
policy, but I also believe that the research modeling of such proc-
esses is restricted and traditional. We need a research model in
which policy development reoLuires a discursive mode of exchange
between researcher and practitioner that seeks to incorporate ger-
ontological knowledge as part of an evolutionary program develop-
ment, and I want to give you just two examples.

Gerontology often comments that future cohorts of elderly would
be differentmore educated, better health, smaller family size, and
so forth. Can we begin research now on evolving new rural cohort
expectations and problems that aging programs will encounter in
the year MOO in rural America? Can we research the evolution of

change intending to work with new rural aging cohorts
rnmilirtresearch essentially crisis u. ment problems alone?

areas suggests that the major factor for red unn
The second example, a recent study medical in small

medical usage is an informed' patien assertive enough eteoeTeri
second and even third plysician consultation. Is an informed rural
elderly cohort possible? How can that question be reeearched?

to
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The fifth area, returning to the environment question, I want to
relate technology here. Current American interest in high technol-
ogy, new computer generations, and information processing revolu-
tion, might seem unrelated to rural aging research. Yet why not
use rural settings as fertile grounds precisely for the application of
high technology to maintain the rural character of the environ-
ment, yet transport services and aids to rural elderly. Self-monitor-
ing of health, stress, and medications are surely cases.of informa-
tion management over distances. Why not employ computer possi-
bilities as aids to rural elderly? Or does one maintain that rural
elderly are incapable of learning computer literacy?

Sixth, rural-urban or rural-rural comparisons. It is surprising
that we restrict ourselves to the ueual rural-urban comparisons for
°analysis.

We need an alternative research agendaserious and full atten-
tion devoted to studies of rural aging patterns in different rural re-
gions of the country. Do New 'York rural elderly inform us of
events encountered by senior citizens in the Dakotas? Are Spanish-
speaking older persons in the Southwest similar to rural Appala-
chia elderly? Since rural elderly constitute about one-third of older
Americansalthough this depends on your dermitionis it not
reasonable that we promote research activities seeking a national
view of rural regionalism and that impact upon the aging experi-
ence?

Seventh, rural aging is the forerunner for gerontological re-
search. While most research activities in aging concern themselves
with urban elderly, I believe the potential for imaginative and fun-
damental work will occur in rural studiee. Rural gerontologists rec-
ognize explicitly a longstanding commitment of the field: The rec-
ognition that all endeavors seek to maintain the existence of rural
character to aging events. However difficult to analytically define
or describe, this commitment to the integrity ,of the environment
places a profound research obligation for rural aging studies: To
preserve that that gives the older person his or her rural character
to their aging.

We know that mechanistic transferral of urban programs to
rural situations is not useful. If we could acquire bhe capacity 'to
understand and to intervene appropriately in individual aging
events and simultaneously maintain the integrity of the rural ex-
perience, we would have a knowledge base and practice indeed
powerful.

Lastly, the relationship between research and practice. I would
argue that we do not understand the translation of research into
practice. Despite significant examples like the Duke OARS project,
rural gerontology has yet to appreciate the complex mechanisms
embedded in this process. The most sophisticated effort to research
how social science information is utilized for policymaking at the
Federal level, the RANN project, discourages one from thinking
the problem is a mechanical one connecting knowledge and policy.
We need serious work on the non-aged-relategaspects inyolyed in
development of applications in rural situations. Rural geRfitology
would do well to consider issues, perhaps, in the sociology science
that shed light on this problem. We need focused research on
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*knoiledge-transfer mechanisms from rural gerontology to rural
practice.

In conclusion, I have sought here to briefly identify examples of
researchable problems reflecting gaps in our knowledge about rural
aging events. My intention was to try to stretch our imaginations
for producing better knowledge and better information systems.

Several poasible modes exist for implementing such research.
Much greater use of public institutions to support efforts at nation-
al and State levels; developing a network of rural aging researchers
to aid the newly formed Office of Rural Development Policy and

. the rural aging specialist assigned to that office; or funding, actual-
ly at modest cost, extensive secondary analysis of the existing data
archives in aging. The most prohibitive cost involvgd is usually the
original production of knowledge, and through AoA and other Fed-
eral funds, there now exist national data archives at Michigan and
Duke, and these data have not been systematically analyzed for
their rural aspects.

Moot of all, I would argue for the recognition that an extremely
useful research projegt is one requiring fundamental rethinking of
what rural aging is Mout. An American Nobel lauredte is said to
have remarked that he could get a research grant any time he
wanted, but it was not possible to get a research grant on what he
wanted to do. Future research guidelines will cover the usual topics
and problems areas as per existing patterns, but create however
small a space, but a space; for allowing the exploration of alterna-
tive schemes of thinking and reflecting on rural aging. We need
fundamental work in this area.

Ms. LZICHTNAM [presiding]. Thank you, Dr. Sutherland. Senator
Pressler should be back from voting shortly. In the meantime, with
your permission, I will fill in and ask you some questions.

DT. SUTHZRLAND. Fine.
LZICHTNAM. I gather from your comments that you feel there

are some really basic thinglove do not understand about the way
rural people deal with the aging proms. In your opinion, what
kind of information would be the very most important for us to so-
lirit in order to gain an understanding of how they deal with the
aging process?

Dr. SUTHIERLAND. You know, when you ask a researcher, they im-
mediately turn to their own pet projects, so I will do that for you. I
think the most fundamental problem we do not know is what the
aging means. This may sound like an obvious question, but I have
always been intrigued with what appear to be simple questions.

I was involved in a ;project with my collegewe run the PBS sta-
tion in the areain %Ai& I interviewed rural elderly in southeast
Ohio, and we made a videotape called, "Rural Aging in America."
And if you listen to those people talk, you get all kinds of paradox-
es. On the one hand, it is a very positive image, very strong. These
are people who are articulate, ranging from a woman who is 75
years old, never married, lives on a farm, still rants the farm all by
herself, was even a delegate to the White House Conference on
Aginga marvelous person to talk to; to a 98-year-old man who
lives, perhaps, in a situation that you or I would not admireor at
least, the people in Washington probably would notby himself for
years, growing seeds, and selling tomato seeds all over the world.
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These are fascinating people with very strong characters, very
loyal and attached to their situations, who could not imagine going
into an urban area arid just think it is terrible that someone would
have., be old in places like New York or Washington. And you get
a very positive sense of that. But I think what you do not sense is
that there are strong reasons to believe that rural elderly people
should be outraged at the conditions that they face. But I think to
understand that means we have to understand their sense of the
meaning of the experience.

The anthropologist working on our project came to me once and
remarkedand this is a very small study, and you cannot general-
izebut she said, "You know, I think that the Older Americans
Act is out on Mars somewhere." If I lived the life according to how
these people live, all these efforts are not incorporated into that. I
am not saying that is good or bad; it is a different perception. I do
not think we understand that very well, that basic Uid of orienta-
tion of what the aging experience means, much less working with
the cohorts who are coming down the line.

Ms LICICHTNAM. Do you feel that studies that compare urban and
rural older persons would be of more value to us than studies that
study rural people alone, that we can understand more froln study
about the differences?

Dr. SUTHERLAND. Well, I have a minority view on this, and I
think it is imfiortant that you realize that. I have no doubt that
rural-urban comparisons will be made. The data analysis this
morning is quite traditional in this sense. It is quite important. We
need these social indicators updated. I think that it is a mistake to
do only that, that in trying to understand the special character
about rural agingand I may be wrongI think we need to devote
full attention to that.

I am simply struck byand I have talked with others just infor-
mally about the variations between Appalachia and what I hear
people telling me about certain parts of California, partly S ish-
speaking, or Chicano-speakingI am just struck by the vast differ-
ences in thdse.

I would be silly to deny the importance of agriculture a d the
farm base, and particularly in States like the one you ar from,
South Dakota, but I think, it is nat fair to think of rural elderly
always as in a farming situation. There is a sort of complexity to
rural that you lose when you lump it all together and compare it to
urban. I think even the data this morning was comparison at the
level of metropolitan-nonmetropolitan, because there are all sorts
of disagreements over these definitions. I can imagine projects that
would do the following. This morning some 520-some-odd counties
were mentioned that were -probably somehow really rural. Well, I
am familiar with the Rand study that analyzed the 1970 census. I
would be fascinated to find out where these 'counties are and do
studies of those, but this would be a national study of rural situa-
tions. I just want totmake the argument that I think it is more im-
portant at this point to get involved in directly studying those
rural areas. I appreciate our urban cousins and all that sort of
thing and those studies would be done, but I do not think rural
should get lost as a kind of second-cousin relationship to the urban
situation.
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MS. LINDITNAII. Do you think it I. possible for researchers who
are mostly urban people te even comprehend the nature of rural-
ity, and how do we deal with that problem?

Dr. SUTHIWAND. One wants to say yes and no. As a sociologist, I
am obliged to say of course, sociologists can study things that they
do not happen to be.

Let me suggest this answer. I think what would be enormously
useful, given the crunch in funding, is that rural research, aisum-
ing it needs to be done, ought to be first focused upon by universi-
ties who are primarily in rural areas, and I confess to being Some-
what self-serving on this because this is the nature of my universi-
ty, but I have a reason for that. My university recently added a
medical school, and it is adding a geriatrics section, and it is doing
all sorts of things of this kind. I am struck by the fact that we are
not, as a public institution, a fundamental major resource for all.
kinds of activities that are going on in my State related to rural
elderly. There was a comment mentioned earlier by one of the Sen-
ators about volunteerism, and I am struck that my university has
not been a force and a movement in that direction. I think it vould
be very difficult to do that, if you are doing NORC national st dies
out of Ann Arbor. I mean, the t are important. In pther words,

rethe are things that natio* iversities in urban areas can do
ilabout rural elderly, but I thin one of the reasons for grounding
some of this research in institutions that have these characteris-
tics, and they are rather special, is that one of the byproduct.; may
be increased opening up of the institution to provide ether kinds of
services and capabilities to the area. .-

Senator Pressler remarked about the concept of training possi-
bilities and raised the issue, I believe, with the first witness about
how to get employment possibilities for older women. That witness
remarked that many Of the older women are farm wives and that
Bort of thing. In my institution, as in many others, we are develop-
ing models that in effect translate experience into, for example,
academic credit. I do not think a rural person, in my area, is going
to go up to Columbus, or to Ohio State, to get involved in that. But
we might have that kind of capacity. I am arguing that I think
there is a sense of expanding the reeearch dollar, getting more for
your value, and trying to make sure that those institutions,t like
mine, that have a medical cbmplex and so forth in rural areas
ought to be involved in a multifaceted kind of approach. But I
would obviously be foolish to say that it is not possible for Harvard,
Berkeley: Stanford, Northwestern, Michigan to do studies of aging,
or the kmd of work that was doneI think it was Econometrics
here in Bethesda, for AoAon evaluating needs. There is a lot of
seetor analysis. But the fundamental work I think, really ought to
be, if I can use the pun, "farmed out" to institutions in rurbl envi-
ronmenta, because I think we have more tasks to do other than just
the research.

Ms. LDICHTNAM. Focusing for just a minute on a reference you
made to one of your studies, can you make any guesses as to why
rural women seem to have better cognitive knowledge of the proc-
ess of aging? ,

Dr. SUTHWUAND. Yes, I will make eome, and theme are quite hy-
pothetical at this point, and I would add that I have just gotten
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some more data using this particular instruniat on 000 rural el-
derly that I hope to analyze in a couple of months. We are specu-
Ipting that in a sense, contrary to the normal pattern in this soci-
ety, in which women probably age less well than men because of
cultural biases, the rural women we were talking withjèemed to
age better. They seemed to have social networks that br ught them
in closer together. They seemed to be able to form fri dships as
welt pa tights, to be sure, but therseemed to sort of mesh together.
In ct, the use of what was officially a denior clubit started out
of nding from the area agency on aginghad nothing to du with

iors; it was sort of a social affairthe# seemed to be jible te do
t is well. With the males, we are not sure. We think it may reflect
a pattern- of work ethic that does not encourage development of
male friendship ties beyond the immediate work task at hand. f am
very puzzled by that. It may be a consequence of the sample. Butif
it is not, then this implies a greater strength for women and in cur-
ious ways, perhaps, rural males may need More attention than ene
realizes.

Ms, LEICATNAM. Do you have any plans to test that?
Dr. SUTHERLAND. Yes, like I said, through happenchance, one of

the area agencies had tri do a needs assessment program, and in
fact, in the larger text, I tried to suggest that one way to do re-
search with less cost is to piggyback onto these agency operations
research questions. Because of my relationship with the director of
that agency, I convinced him to allow' me to add on another 25
questions, and I think what we will be able to find out for Sure in
that sample, which is quite a bit larger than my original study, is
if there are these male-female differences, in cognitive orientations.
There are also other questions on which we can do more correla-
tional study, So I think, yes, that will be followed up on.

Ms. LEICHTNAM. Do you plan to publish the results of that?
Dr. SUTHERLAND. Yee. Researchers always plan to publish. We

have been giving papers at a variety of meetingsI gave a paper at
the International Congress on Gerontology in Hamburg last
summer on this question, and I.think this kind of literature will
slowly get out. I might add that I am working now with a grant
proposal involving, curiously enough, a cancer study, but in the
process of doing it, the people are interested in lifestyles of 40 and
over rural elderly population, and I am trying to incorporate a
design to see if rural aging relates to even something as serious a
medical problem as cancer difficulties.

So I am hoping to say that there will be a lot of material coming
out in the future in all this, and presumably, we can find some sup-
port for it.

Ms. LEICHTNAM. We have hedrd a lot of different opinions or esti-
mates or guesses about what "rural" is, this morning. There are a
lot of different definitions floating around. The Census Bureau use'
one, the Older Americans Act uses another. I believe the White
House Conference on Aging used yet another. Do you see any hope
for the future, or do-you have any estimates of your own of what
you think would be an adequate standard definition of rural, and
do you see that as a problem, the lack of a definition of the term
"rural"?
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Dr. SLITHERLM4D. I wantto say this generally, because I support
all of these programs, and I think what you are really talking
about is a kind of uniforiwdefinition that often g,ets translated into
Federal policy program fiffiting and that sort of thing, and in that
sense, it is obviously quite critical, which one you use. It seems a
little difficult, as an outsider to Washington, to look in and see this
enormous fight going on over which form are you going to use. I do
not want to speak to recommending any one over the other. I
really think that Green Thumb has come out with a suggestion for
common definition that is in the conference report. I am sort of
skipping past your question, because I want to say that those ques-
tions are often demographically defmed, using the size of an area,
for those kinds of purposes: I happen to think that if you are
asking fOr the real meaning of rural and what that lifestyle is, I do
mit think we know that. I think it is a soOlal question, not a popu-

A lation question alone. But the population question is obviously
useful and in the kind of maps we saw earlier, you have to make
an assessment on using population figures. But I think there is still
missing in these efforts the sense of the social character, the social
construction of what that aspect is, and I think that probably will
be correlated with these more governmental kinds of definitions. I
do not think the thing I am looking for would be helpful, for what
you are asking about in terms of defining and allowing governdien=1
tal policy to proceedj

Senator PRESSLER [resuming chair]. Thank you, Karen, for ably
filling in while 1. was voting. Dr. Sutherland, I might ask you the
question I asked earlier about rural elderly women. I do not want
to be duNcative, but are there substantial differences?

Dr. SUTRERLAND. SenatOr, SS I recall, your qugtion was in the
context often of employmant, social securitY, and economics. The
kind of difference that I have been workinewith, to be very fair, is
a very sort of basic research question, and has to do with how you
have a meaning and a knowledge about your aging as an experi-
ence, and we have a fairly exciting result that I did describe earlier
that suggests there may well be a difference between the way
women integrate or have knowledge about what the aging experi-_
ence means, compared to men.

The kind of issue I am trying to delineate is one that I do not.
know yet has implications for your concernscertainly, perhaps, it
does not imply anything for the kind of question you asked about
income. 'I am aware in general that women probably face much
more difficulty in terms of social security and Other programs as
they have classically been designed in the past.

One thing I might add in the spirit of your luestion is I caught \
an element of the issue of how women can trander skills to em-
ployable kinds ocweas and if that is meaningful, arid as a minor
amendment to that, I would urge you to tap into university sys-
tems and structures that are located in areas that have a reason-
able accessibility to rural populations and try to induce the univer-
sity to respond well to these kinds of transferrals of skills. As you

- know, universities have typically been defiling with 18- to 22-year-
olds, and I am sort of embarrassed to confess that the term we use
is "nontraditional," if you can believe that. If you are over 24, you
are a "nontraditional" learner. Yet we know in gerontology that
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learning is lifelong. I think if anything, we underestimate the ca-
pacity of elderly people to learn new skills, and one of the areas
that may strike you as very far in the future is the application of
high technologyfor example, computer terminal utilization. I fmd
no reason why, in theory, one could not imagine employment op-
portunities existing for rural women in rural situations using data
processing techniques to get transferred to somewhere else. We do
not seem to see this population as one that has that capacity to
expand. So I would encourage the considerationI think we under-
estimate rather than overestimate what people can do.

Senator PRESSLER. Let me ask you and Calvin Beal* if there is a
difference in the retirement habits77-do people yetire at age 62 or
65? Do you know anything about that?

Dr. SUMMAND. I do not know anything about it in the sense of
applying to a rural context. I know a little bit about it in general.
In fact, there were some hearings, I believe, before this committee
several months ago, about early retirees and why they retire.

Senator Pitzssunt. And are more of those rural, or
Dr. SUTHERLAND. No, it was not rural-tirban.
Senator Pszssur.R. Do you know, Calvin, are there any good sta-

tistics on people in rural areas? Do the rural elderly retire earlier
or later? Do we have any good numbers on that? \

Mr. BEAL!. I do not think they retire earlier, but I think we have
some data that might enable us to give a more definitive answer to
you. Sixty-five is still the most common single age at which people
retire, whether urban or rural, and retirement is coming earlier in
both urban and rural areas, but it is my impression that early re-
tirement is more common in the metropolitan setting than it is in
the rural or smalltown setting.

Senator Pszssunt. Say that again, please.
Mr. BEALE. I think that early retirement is somewhat more

common in metropolitan areas than it is in the rural or smalltown
setting. But I can transmit to you some data on, labor force partici-
pation rates by age of people.

Senator PitzssLER. Tt would shed some light. For example, as I
understand it, under social security, you can retire at age 62 at a
reduced formula, and at age 63,or 64 or 65 at a reduced formula,
and then after 65, it does not change until you are 72, in terms of
the ability to work and have minimum earnings, and so forth. But
between 65 and 72 is kind of a stakle period. But I was wondering
if there-was any pattern. Of courk, some people do not retire at
all. There might be a higher percentage of farmers who just do not
retire; I do not know. That woulthbe very helpful to know.

Dr. Sutherland, I thank you very much.
I will now call on Dr. Kay Hofer, director, South Dakota Health

Planning and Development Agency, Pierre, S. Dak. I look forward
to hearing from you because South Dakota is my home State and
one that has a high percentage of rural elderly.

STATEMENT OF DR. KAY HOFER, DIRECTOR, HEALTH PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH, PIERRE, S. DAK.
Dr. HOFER. Senator Premier, thank you.
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'I might also add that I am a farm wife, so I have some special
conderns. I think we have discussed a lot of statistics here, and I
have submitted additional data for the committee, so I would like
to just come down to three or four very central points. Cie is,
when you asked for a definition of "rural," I almost think t you
must live there to truly understand. When I am out, working with
my husband, we are 28 miles from any individual in any direction.
If we run into difficulties, there is no place to go and phone for
help. We do have medical care 28 miles to the west. We also have
medical care available 59 miles to the east. We are talking about
small community hospitals when you do get to that medical care.
So that brings me to an issue that la of prime concern in a rural
State like South Dakota. Transportation is our No. 1 difficulty
transportation in getting the elderly person to vital primary care
services, to preventive health services that they need, and also, the
high costa involved in trying to get those services delivered through
the community health nursing program, that is, home health care
out to the elderly individuals. W'hen you are looking at farmhouses
that may average 1 every 10 or 15 miles, for a single-family dwell-
ing: we are looking at great distances between people, and costs of
delivering health care are prohibitive. In the central part of the
State, we have absolutely no public transportation. Our young
people, once they get through the first six Fades, must come in
and board to receive their high school education, because we do not
have schoolbus services. So t'hat eliminates an adaptation of using
that mode of transportation to get health services to and from the
elderly. .

The second point of issue here is that we have up to 65 percent of
the population of the State either in primary or secondary farm-
related activities, and 55 percent of the State live in counties that
have very small populations, some with a populatiop density of 0.63
persons per square mile, compared with a national norm of 62.9
persons per square mile. Individuals may be extremely isolated.

We have the foremost problem that our primary cities that do
have above 10,000 population are located on the far eastern and
western borders of the State, a distance of 399 miles apart. All
services provided to the elderly and the programs designed to deliv-
er these services seem to be designed for cities of this size or ioda-
tions of this type.

Innovative solutions for the really small town, the town of 200
reodpele, 300 peopl , thneit prelbro iyit availab

atioe devleelopemreent ol'I ?1 ovbeafiveef

services. One of them, for example, is the requirement for physi-
cians to regrularly visit the nursing homes. If you do not have a
physician, but you still need that vital service, that continuum of
care, what doNyou do? In the State of South Dakota, we have a very
stringent law and a very good program that has been started, the
physician extender program. e physician extenders can provide
that vital service. The Federal Government has granted a waiver
for a certification for eligibiliV for medicaid and the physician ex-
tender may now do the certification. But the counterpart of that
waiver is that a waiver has not been granted to allow the physician
extender to continue that service for the regular, 60-day intervals
examinations that are required for title XIX reimbursement. If the
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two Federal regulations do not go hand in hand, we are prohibited
from delivering a vital health service at the institutional level.

Another area for concern is the network that provides all serv-
ices to rural elderly. We just completed an 18-month research proj-
ect on all long-term care services available in the State of South
Dakota, and we find one program housed in the department of
transportation, six or seven in the department of social services,
three or four in the department of health, one in the department of
public safetyeach a separate entity. We found that not everyone
knew what the other people or program were doing. There is no
way to know" the total level of services the clients are receiving or
how much it costs or whether it is more cost-effective to deliver
home health as opposed to institutional service. There is also no
single point at which the elderly person can access that system and
be made aware of every service that is available and all resources
that they can utilize to attempt to remain independent as long as
possible.

That is something that is vitally needed.
We also have a higher proportion of elderly tlian in the Nation--

most of you are aware of thatand a higher dependency ratio than
that of the national level; the dependency ratio is that proportion
of the population 65 years of age divided by that proportion of the
population capable of providing support services to the elderly mul-
tiplied by 100.

As a farm wife, I am concerned because all but two of our chil-
dren have left the State of South Dakota due to a depressed farm
economy that radically affects the types, of employment and the
means of making a living in the State. We expect the youngest two,
to leave this year to go to college, and probably be forc,W also to
leave the State.

We are just a single family, but I can assure you in my hearings
around the State, I have been made aware that many elderly cou-
ples or individuals are faced with the problem of having that vital
informal support network missing. In the State of South Dakota,
the economy and the condition of agriculture go hand in hand, and
families are separated. That removes the vital source of the infor-
mal network,

We have 39 counties that are medical manpower shortage areas
of class I or class II, as designated by the Federal Government. It is
very difficult to deliver health care in these areas. But we also
rank third nationally in the proportion of individuals 75 and over
who need services.

Senator Pitassiza. That is, South Dakota ranks third of States
who have individuals over 75?

Dr. Horn.. As the proportion of the State's population over 75, it
ranks third nationally.

Senator PRZ138Likt. Our people must live a long time.
Dr. HOPTR. They do live a long time.
SenatoNfazsmix. Aren't we one of the longest in longevity of all

the States tal the Union?
Dr. Homt. Yes, we are. We are No. 3 for the combined male-

female, and we are No. 2 for white female, and No. 5 for white
males.
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Senator Paitssum. Is that right? What State has the longest lon-
gevity?

Dr. Hons. For both sexes, Hawaii.
Senator Faxasuia. I would be curious. Maybe for the record, you

could submit that. But for the length of life of women, we are
second in the Nation?

Dr. Honig. We were second based on the last census data. We
have not received the moat recent census tapes broken down by
age, sex, and race. We have population only. So we will be redoing
all of the statistics in the month of June.

Senator PRE8114.11M. What is the average lifespan of a woman in
South Dakota?

Dr. Hong. It is 77 Tor white females.
Senator NIMBLER. And for a man, it is what?
Dr. HOFER. It is 69.4 for white males.
Senator PRESSLER. We will put it in the record, but you can

submit it after you have had a chance to check your notes. That is
fascinating, isn't it? Now, we are a Northern State that is kind of
chilly. Do you suppose that is the reason that we live longer?

Dr. Horn. I -suppose we get a lot of exercise when we are
snowed in, because the only means of transportation is walking or
climbing the snowbanks.

Senator Passsiza. I notice you have said that rural living was
kind of a state of mind sometimes, or something that a lot of
people do not envisage.

Dr. Hons. That is correct.
Senator NIMBLER. I fmd that to be true. But I think in some of

our small towns, like Humboldt, or other little towns, there are
about 50 percent elderly in these places because the ranchers and
farmers move into the town, don't they, and retire there?

Dr. Hona. Some do, yes. And South Dakota has 292 such loca-
tions and 55 percent of the State's population lives in a rural area.

Senator PRESSLER. Please say that again.
Dr. Holm. We have 292 townsyou cannot call them cities,

really, when you are talking about a two-block-long area; 313,169
people, live in these locations or in more rural areas.

Senator PRESSIXR. In towns of what size?
Dr. HOVER. Towns below 2,500, but in South Dakoth, that means

towns between 200 and 300 in population or even smaller. Ten per-
cent live in areas where there is no incorporation at all.

Senator Piissiaza. Oh, is that right, so they do live in little clus-
ters of houses, more or less, I guess you would say?

Dr. Hon& Totally isolated-10 miles out from a place like Hum-
boldt.

Senator Pazseurs. Ten percent of our elderly live in such a
place?

Dr. Horza. Yes.
Senator PRESSLER. Fascinating. And maybe some of these people,

actually, if they had some supportive services, would be less expen-
give to care for, just in terms of the cold, hard, taxpayers' dollars, if
they had a visiting nurse or transportation of some sort, or some
kind of contact, because I suppose these people become prime can-
didates for a nursing home if anything goes wrong. They go into
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the nursing home too soon, sometimes, because they have no
option. There is nobody around to take care of them.

Dr. Holm". Well, we have some of the best nursing homes in the
country in the State of South Dakota, as I am sure you are aware.
The nursing home is the only place that the elderly person from
such s rural environment can get a complete continuum of care.
Even if they only need homemaker services or personal care serv-
ices, they may enter a nursing home, as you said, simply because
there, they can get all of the services, often more than they need.
They do not have to worry, and they have their needs taken care
of. I would say the big problem associated with such care is that 60
percent of those who enter nursing homes as private pay clients
convert to medicaid within 12 month! according to our latest statis-
tics gathered this past year. Then providing care becomes a very
costly proposition for Federal and State government. I know that
the State of South Dakota has, in particular, requested waivers on
some of the Federal regulations that would allow more innovative
solutions to be developed that deliver care at the lower level in the
continuum of carepersonal care homemaker care and related
types of care.

S.enator PaitSSLEa. Are any of the goals for future data collection
which you proposed in your long-term care plan going to be
reached in the near future?

Dr. Hons. No, Senator, they are not. Due to budget cuts and
staff cuts, we are unable to go ahead with any of the efforts. There
is a lot of information we need to have, not the least of which is a
determination of the most cost-effective means of providing services
that are both vital to the elderly and of quality.

Senator PRZSSUS. Do you feel that the current lack of data is
currently having an effect on your ability to provide adequate and
appropriate services?

Dr. Horn. Yea; it is because we cannot provide the justification
that is necessary for development of the informal support programs
that inherently are felt to be cost savings programs while making
the elderly person happier; this is an important consideration that
is often overlooked. These people want to be independent as long as
possible, and at our public hearings, many of them personally
spoke to us and said, "With a minimum of service, I can stay in my
home 2 to 3 years longer, but if you cut the homemaker program, I
am going to have to go into a nursing home," or, "If you cut the
transportation program back even further, and I cannot get in
town to buy my groceries, I am going to have to go into a nursing
home." And we do not have the information we need.

Senator Pssignia. Do you know any good statistics on retirement
patterns in our State? Do rural people tend to retire later? Do they
tend to opt for the later retirement under social security more
often than do urban people?

Dr. HCIFICR. I do not have those statistics. My reaction to that on
simply a personal level is that we know almost everyone in, I
would say, a four-county area who is involved in our occupation of
farming. These people do not retire. They work, the majority of
them, until they die, for reasons that have been mentioned by
other people who have testifiedthe problem and difficulty with
social security. I am more fortunate than most because I work.
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Moet farm wives do not have social security benefits of their own
with the disability benefits that have been mentioned. Because of
the depressed farm economy, the majority of farmers also are
paying in only the minimum. They have got to keep working. I sup-
pose it is common knowledge that there have 'been more foreclo-
sures of farms by FHA in the month of January in the State of
South Dakota than for the entire previous year. Yet it is difficult
if not impossiblewhen you have farmed for a number of years for
these people to change occupations.

Senator Passinsie. Do you know if there are any good statistics
on whether or not farm elderly people take advantage of the social
security systemis that what you are suggestingon a large scale,
or is this just sort of an observation? I mean, do we have any good
statistics on the retirement age of farmers, as compared to urban
people?

Dr. HOFER. No, we do not. And the other thing we do have statis-
tics on and can get statistics on is the number of farms that are
incorporated, anal in the State of South Dakota, that is relatively
small.

Senator PRISSLIR. Yea, that would be quite small.
Ms. &MILL Senator, I would just add, you may remember a year

ago when there was discussion of cutting back on the minimum
social security benefit, when I think a Congressman from South
Dakota asked Social Security how many of his constituents would
be served in almost totally rural areas. They could not tell. So it
appears that the statistics are not broken down where you could
get a hold of them in terms of services.

Senator PRIBSIXR. Yee, that is what we seem to have found. I
would guess that a lot of farmers would be on the minimum bene-
fit, because if they went into the program in 1955, they probably
would have paid in the minimum. I have always said that a lot of
farmers who went bito the social security program would be under
the 'social security minimum benefit. At least that is what I have
always contended, but I have never had any good statistics to back
it up.

Dr. Holm. Senator Pressler, last year, we spent 8 months inves-
tigating to determine if there were any statistics available with
regard to farm disabilities or farm accidents. We contacted every
possible source it the national and State levels. We find that that
data is also nonexistent, not to mention the fact that insurance
companies do not even know where they get their data, that is, ac-
tuarial tables for agricultural employees. niere are no statistics on
injuries, death, disability, or anything related to agricultural as an
occupation.

Senator PRISMS:R. We are sometimes ignored, in other words.
Mr. CONROY. Senator Pressler, along this line, I would like to

make a point that Senator Grassley, before he left, suggested that
we follow up on his question dealing with gatheriqg this kind of
information not necessarily from the Census Bureau or from social
security, but by using these farm orrinixations, extension services,
and so on, who are out there, especially in those rural areas that
are sparsely populated, where it would not be that difficult for ex-
tension service or Farmers Union or the Farm Bureau to gather
that information. Our statistics could then be as reputable or more
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reputable, I think, certainly, than whatever the Federal Govern-
ment might gather. That will be the focus of his question not only
to the Secretary of Agriculture, but to some of these organizations.

Senator PRESEILZR. Perhaps where we could go is to the Census
Bureau for that. I would think that a lot of these things would be *
available on their computer tapeii, if they were run a certain way.
One gets into these circuitous argumentsthe other day, I was sit-
ting in a hearing, and some cable TV people were telling about all
the services they were providing to rural areas. And I said, "Well,
that is strange, because there is no cable on our farm, and there is
no cable TV in Humboldt, which has 450 people." Well, they
meant rural areas that are within counties that are standard sta-
tistical metropolitan areas, which have 50,000 people and above. So
there is a great deal of confusion when we talk about "rural areas"
around here There are a lot of things I do not know, either, about
urban areas, but I am trying to learn them. The point is, we have a
lot of misunderstanding, but the rural population can very easily
be overlooked, and we would have to forcefully argue for our cause
and make people aware of it, and that is part of the purpose of this
hearing, to heighten awareness.

But of course, a lot of rural people do not like to admit that they
need any help until it is almost too late, at which time, it might be
more expensive to take care of the problem, I contend that there
are a lot of people in nursing homes who, with some minimum sup-
portive services, could be in their own homes, with some degree of
planning. But in our State, very franklyand I am not critical at
allbut I guess our State legislature has made certain decisions
about funding, and the Federal Government has, and maybe we
think we are saving money in these areas, whereas actually, in the
long run it is costing more. That is always something that, in plan-
ning and legislating, we hal:* to consider.

Dr. Hort& I think that was documented in the long-term care
study, and the information we found is that many of these individ-
uals, since the care services at the primary carelower care
levelsare unavailable and are difficult to reach due to transporta-
tion and medical manpower shortages, apply for nursing home care
and enter at the highest leyel, not at an intermediate level. The
result is, as you say, much more costly. They enter at the skilled
level often because they have gone without other care that they
needed for a much longer period of time; that has been document-
ed.

Senator PRZERMAR. We will be submitting some written requests
for statistics, because I want to start getting these out to the
Budget Committee and the Appropriations Committee, and we are
going to be submitting qumtions on some of the thimis I raised
today to the Qmsus Bureau and to the Department of Agriculture.
Dr. liofer's really outstanding testimony here has focused our
thinking. But we have to keep speaking up for rural older Ameri-
cans, because if we do not, nobody else will. We cannot allow them
to be the quiet, forgotten Americans, because they have built our
country, and that is a very important thing.

So I thank you very much for being here.
With that, I will conclude this meeting.
[Whereupon, at 11:34 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]



APPENDIX

Intl 1. 1981 WHITE HOUSE CONTERENCE ON AGING RU1A1,, MIN/-

COMM= -REPORT. SUBMITTED HUTH E. ICOSELL

"Each time a man stands up for an idea or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out
against injustice. he sends forth a tiny tipple of hope, and crossing each other from a
million different centers of energy and daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep

down the mightiest waHs of oppression and resistance."

Robert F: Kennedy .

Why a Serks of Mini-Coiderences on the Rural Aging?
For decadei it has been recognized by tural leaders, rural-based organizations, and par-

ticularly by rural older people that advancing age in rural America brings with it certain

unique and important problerns that differ sharply from those problems faced by older city-

dwellers.

There is an ever-growing number of policy-makers, members of Congress, and leaders in

the field of aging who believe that far-too-little attention has been paid to these clearly
definable, but extremely significant differences, between growing older in a rural, rçher

than an urban setting.

This series of grassroots Rural Mini-Conferences was convened as a major step in provo -

rag nationwide thought, atimulating national discussion, and recommending to all levels of

government solutions which will become an integral part of the national forum provided by

the 1981 White House Conference on Aging.

It is clear that the mini-conference process has given tremendous opportunity to single-out
and thoroughly examine important rural aging issues. and to recommend new and better

ways to make the 1980's a decade of progress for all older Americans urban and rural.

Some Important Facts You Should Knows
Over one-third of our nation's elderly (60 years plus) live in rural America,

19% of the older rural population exists with a level of income below the poverty guide-

lines.
Two-thirds of all sud4tandard housing in the US, is in rural America, much of which Is

occupied by older persons.
Public transportation is nearly non-existant in rural AmericagreatlY affectins the
ability of older persons to get to needed services, or to receive proper and timely medical
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Many programs and services currently available under the Older Americans Act do not
reach rural areas or serve geographically isolated older ciersons,

Lack of nearby medical care often means older persons go untreated or make long, ex-
pensive journeys to urbanmedkal facilities..0 they are able to get transportation.

Full or part-time jobs for older rural persons are limited, giving little opportunity for
supplemental earnings.

Rural America and its people truly are 'toming of Age and we can ill afford to allow
apathy. insensitivity, or ignorance to spawn a new breed of forgotten Americans. Nor can
we allow inattention or misdirected programs and services to perpetuate the misery and fre-
quent human tragedy which befalls many rural people as they advance in years.

These rural mini-conference then, represent a new beginning and a fresh start into the next
decade, forged by people who care, and by people who believe that the highest quality of
life America can offer should extend from birth to death , . for all people . . wherever
they chose to live

How Were the Rural Mini-Conferences Convened?

Green Thumb Inc., a rural-based national aging organization under the sponsorshtp of Na-
tional Farmers Union. was designated by the Executive Director of the 1981 White House
Conference on Aging, Jerome Waldie. to %terve as the official convener of the Rural Mini-
Conferences

The Green Thumb Organization was selected as the convener, because of its demonstrated
years of concern and experience in developing and implementing programs and services
tailored to meet the needs of older rural people. Operating programs in 45 states, Puerto
Rico, and the District of Columbia. Green'Thumb had the nationwide capability and ad..'
ministrative network necessary to undertake the organizational planning and provide the
logisttral support required to convene the Rural Mini-Conferences,

How Many Rural Mini-Conferences Were Held and How Were They Financed?

Six Rural Mini-Conferences were held on a regional basis as follows:

I. September 8-10, 1980
Owensboro, Kentucky

Serving Kentucky, Indiana. Virginia, Illinois, Ohio. West Virginia, Michigan

September 23-25, 1980
East Hartford, Connecticut

Serving, New York. Delaware. New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Maryland. Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine. Massachusetts. Connetticut. Rhode Island

Ill October 5-7. 1980
facksonville, Florida

Servmg. North Carolina. South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi. Florida.
Puerto Rico, Tennessee

I COPY AVAILABLE
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IV. October 1921,- 1940
Sioux Falls. South Dakota

Serving, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska

V. November 1244, 1910
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma

Serving, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, OklahOma, Texas

November 23,23, 1910
Sacramento, California

Serving, California, Washington. Oregon. Montana. Wyoming, Idaho. Nevada, Colo=
rado, Utah, Arizona, Alaska, Hawaii

Financing for the Rural Mini-Conferences was made possible through a series of unprece-
dented interagency agreements which pooled monies from host of federal agencies having
responsibilities toward the elderly in rural areas.

The following federal agencies participated in, and provided financial ambiance to the
Rural Mini-Conferenm;

1. The United States Department of Agriculture;

2, The United States Department of Labor;

3, The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development;

4 The United States Department of Health and Human Services:

Health Care Financing Administration
Health Services Administration

3 The Appalachian Regional Commission;

0 The United States Department of Transportation,

7 The Community Services Administration.

These agencies which provided financial support, along with literally hundreds of locally-
based Community Action Agencies, Area Agencies on Aging. Universities; civic and social
service agencies that staffed and gave technical assistance, made the Rural Mini-
Conferences-possible. and made them work

How Were Participants in the Rural-Mini Conferences Selected?

Conference participants were essentially comprised of two stoups;

1 650 Delegateswhose expenses were paid through Mini-Conference funding, after
.meeting c naizilglbility criteria, and being screened and officially selected by a state
Rural Aging Task Force

2 hkm-Delegate participantsrepmented agencies and organizations, or who were
simply intemted and cOncerned local citizens. Non-Delegate participants primarily
represented the network Of social service professionals providing a wide range of ser-
vices to the rural Ilierlv' All Non-Delegate expenses were borne by each individual.

5
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Green Thumb, Inc serving as the Rural Mini-Conference convener, was responsible for the
establtshment of a 'Rural Aging Task Force' in each state, The "Rural Aging Task Force"
was composed of a wide range of local, state, and federal representatives whose primary
purpose was to fairly screen and saw from amonkthe eligible delegate nomineo in each
state a representative number of delegates who could articulate the needs, and act in behalf
of the il.tral elderly of their respective states

CrUerla For Delegate Selection

Rural Mini-Conferences

I The delegates shall be selecied by ritState Rural Aging Task Force coordinated by the
Green Thumb State Director. The composition of the Rural Aging Task Force will be
at the discretion of the Green Thumb State Director The WHCoA State Coordinator.
a representative from the funding agencies, a representative from the State Aging Net-
work, as well as representatives from other organizations, agencies, churches and
gnaws concerned with RURAL aging issues should be invited to participate as Task
Force Members

2 The method tor selecting delegates to the Mini-Conference shall be determined by the
Rural Aging Task Force. (Delegates mai+ be nominated and selected by the full Task
Poke, or organizations 'groups represented may be apportioned delegate positions to
till etc.»

3. The state delegation must meet the following criteria:

1).1% Rural
Maturity women
Geographically distributed within rural areas of the state
Reflect minority representation as based on the percentage of minorities in the ltate
rural population
Maionty low income (using SCSEP guidelinAt
90% age 55 or older
Represent both small town and on-farm living
Diverse backgrounds (educational and occupational)

0 Delegates should be able to articulate the needs and problems of the rural elderly in the
contest of group discussion.

5. Delegates should be willing to travel to the site of the Mini-Conference alone.. If not
alone: the Green Thumb State Director shall identify and arrange for a responsible
person to accompany the delegate to the conference without additional expense to the
conference

e Delegates should complete all pre-conference questionnaires and forms, and submit
them in a timely fashion to the designated office.

7 Delegates should be able to provide reports on the Mini.Conference once that confer-
ence Kas concluded.

14.
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Whet Proem Was thiliaed to Examine Rural berms and Develop Recommendations?
All Rural Mini-Conference Participants were Involved In intensive discussion in mall
group workshops. Problem identification within each lame poup utilized a process of
brainstorming, consolidation, and prioritization.

Participants were encouragall; "dream a little, .. . to think what fife should and could be
like under ideal drcumetances. This helped in determining "action steps" necessary to move
from the present state of rural programs and services, to when we ought to be as a nation
within the next decade in addressing needs of the rural elderly.'

Finally, solutions were recommended and resolutions adopted for the purpose of gukling
local, state and federal policy and lawmakers as they attempt to understand, develop, and
implement works* new approaches to enhance the quality of life. end to aware preserva-
tion of the dignity and independence of older, rural Americans.

N. 1961 White House Conference on Aging holds a proddse . . a promise of renewed

hope . . a promise that individual effort can soda* make a difference. And thus, this
series of Rural Mini-Conferences, alone with the allowing recommendations,-wrooide 4
staging arra for action, and fulfillment of a natibmi promise and commitment to rural
America through the Ohlar Americsms Act.

Recommendations foe Action
The following recommendations are the product of the considered thought. research, hard
work and long hours of nearly 2000 dedicated rural leaden. Their toil was a labor of love

but I. only a small manifestation of the dedication and determination to make their
dreams, hopes, and aspirations a reality for older rural Americans. They deserve and will .

accept no less.

By way of Resolutions adopted at each of six Rural Mini-Conferences, recommendations
were made as follows:

TRANSPORTATION
In rural America, mobility is vital. Transportation, or more often a lack of it. affects literal-
ly every area of rural life.

For the elderly, the ability to move about can be as important as life or death. Transporta-
tion for the elderly can mean living life to its fullest, qy without it, living a lonely exiatence
in exile by-circumstance, isolated From friends, church, health care, work, shoppine and

other important and needed Bervices.

No we item holds the solution to so many pressing rural problems as does having ade-

quate. affordable public traneportation, Hardly a meeting or conference convenes to
discuss rural Issues or problems that does not define transportation as the number one pro-
blem to rural inhabitants.

For the elderly who do not own a car, and over fifty-percent do not, some form of public
transportation is essential to the maintenance of independent living. Without transporta-
tion, many older rural patrons who could, and would work, cannot, simply because they
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have no way of getting to and trom a iob. Many others are institutionalized because access
to health careis vital, and without transportation relocation becomes necessary .

Furthermore: so often the mapy elderly in rural areas who enloy good health are confined
to their homes because they do not own a car- cannot afford to drive a car or simply will
not drive.

A great lack of understanding seems to exist within government at all levels, of how impor .
tant mobility is to economic and social health of any given area or community
Pettit-snarly. many I and lawmakers seem to still hold the mistakened belief
that a crosa-town bus stops at every street corner across America

Rural older people know how important transportation is to their well-geing, and local of-
ficials know too that transportation ls often the one ingredient that makes all tither pro-
grams or services work

Why ifitT wan affordable public transportation system so elusive, yet so needed? Mainly.
because few seem to understand the problem, Ind fewer yet seem to care about devising a
national solution .

Steps have been taken-halting steps at best-but much remains to be done to begin an all-out
attack on the problent124). at the heart of rural America's future

The Rural Mini-Conferences made thto following recommendations on transportation to
improve the lives ot the rural elderly

Every effort should be made to provide education, intense technical assistance. and a
more clear interpretation of federal and state regulations, in order to encourage local
applications for assistance in establishing integrated rural transportation systems.

A Rural Masa Transportation Administration should be established within the U S
Department of Transportation. which would coordinate, plan .. develop, and finance
rural transportation systemi thro4hout rural America:*

Greater coordination should uocur between the Federal Highway Adminis ation and
the Urban Masa Transit Administration, as related to rural transpottation rograms.

Re-examine state insurance options and rates Affered by individual insure e i;arriers to
maximize- the utilization of yizbI. voluntary, and religious sector t ansportation
systems

Extend coordination eitOrts between the Department of Labor_ Federal way Ad-
ministration, and the Urban Mass Transit Administration to provide innova ve qemon-
strewn efforts in rural public transportation

Where possible, encourage the development of regional pubs transportatio systems
in rural areas, with emphasis on multi-cornmuntty cooperation.

Encourage the development and initiation of privately owned transportation systems
in rural areas throcigh low-interest loans on capital and equipment. through tax incen-
tives, and through cooperative relationships between local government and private
business_

Dirwt A proportionately fair share ot transportation dollars from federal and state
sources toward rural areas

5.i
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.... --....

Waive match rtquirementd,in those rural areas which are unable to raise enough locai
dollars to receive kderal fuds.

Assure that in all planning o rural transportation, provisions art made for use by the .
elderly, and that route structuring "takes into consideration the transportation needs and
geographical locations of rural elderly persons who often are unable to get to pick up
points far from their homes.

No
EMPLOYMENT
"No man needs sympathy because he has to work Far and away the best prize that
lift offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing"

Theodore Roosevelt

Many real and artificial barriers exist which serve to prevent older, rural workers from ex-
tendirig their work years beyond previously traditional retirement age. Re-entry into the
work force, or entry at a later age, becomes nem*/ impossible for rural older persons
wishing to work.

Older women, or widows who may have raised a family and who have been homemakers,
often are rejected by employers as "not having enough work experience." Problems are
compounded in rural settings where jobs are scarce and public transportation is
unavailable.

Rural job seekers who are older face multiple difficulties created by generally fewer jobs,
poor or non-existent public transportation, lowKwage scales, and a shift or decline id the
types of jobs for which they may have been trained or experienced. Jobs in agricultur
forestry. or agriculture-related fields are steadily declining due to both economic fa
and mechanization.

Traditional barriers to the employment of older workers are also more prevalent in rural
areas where age discrimination is often overlooked or ignored.

As a nation, We are beginning to recogniie the tremendous contribution which the skilled,
experienced, and willing hands and minds of older workers have made and can continue to
make in our economy. Programs like Green Thumb and Senior Aides have demonstrated
ways in which this vast national resource can be applied to make our communities a better
place in which to live, work, and play.

We simply must learn new and better ways to unleash this vast, untapped resource, and to
extend productivity and financial independence into later life.

To that end. Delegates to the Rural Mini-Ginferences made the following recommenda-
tions:

The federal government serve as the employer of last resort and expand job opportuni-
ties in rural areas through the Senior Community Service Employment Program (Title
V of the Older Americans Act) and C.E.T.A. Public Service Jobs Programs. Fewer than
one percent (1%) of eligible workers are currently given the opportunity to work.

Establish integrated, workable public transportation systems in rural areas to enable
older persons to seek and accept work.

7
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Develop incentives for local, state, and federal governments to take the leadership in
developing part-time, time-sharing, and flexi-time work schedules, and encourage the
private sector to follow the example.

Examine practices in Employment Service Offices to assure that rural areas are ade-
quately served, and that older workers are identified and given counseling assistance.
The establishment of an "older worker counselor- has proven extremely successful in
limited pilot efforts. This concept should be expanded into rural Employment Service
Offices to enhance understanding of the special needs of older rural workers, and to
lessen intimidating experiences when the age difference between counselor and client is
great. Older persons respond to "peer counseling" when assisted by a counselor of
similar age in seeking employment.

Encourage the private sector to employ substantially greater numbers of older workers
through the use of tax incentives.

Lift social security earnings limitations to provide incentives for older workers to con-
tinue working, earning, and contributing.

Expand loan programs and technical assistance available through Farmers Home Ad-
ministration and the Small Busineu Administration, and earmark resources for okler
persons wishing to become self-employed, or tO enter private business.

Extend vocational rehabilitation lienefits to older workers in Order to provide assistance
with dentures,'eyeglaises, hearing aids, and prosthetic devices necessary to seek or con-
tinue gainful employment.

It is now clearly recognized that functional rather than chronological age is a better
measure of when an employee should disengage from the labor force. Funding should be

provided for national research and development of functional criteria for measuring
employee ability to contirnie working, in order to prevent arbitrary age-based forced
retirement.

Develop usable, understandable Affirmative Action Guidelines for public and private
employers in implementing the provisions of the Age biscrimination in Employment
Act. These guidelines should be clear, monitorable, and enforceable under law.

Eliminate all upper age limits under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Provide funding through the Administration on Aging and the U.S. Department of
Labor for the conduct of nationwide educational efforts to create better understanding
of the value of older workers among employers, potential employees, and the general
public. Such educational efforts would include private-sector employment demonstra-
tion protects including the establishment of private sector job banks and employment
placement services for older workers in rural areas.

HOUSING
Housing problems among the rural elderly are acute and often tragic in human terms.
Many elderly rural persons are living in sub-standard housing with inadequate plumbing or
sewage facilities, or none tt all, and many still have unsafe sources of drinking water. Sixty

percent (60%) of all our nikon's sub-standard housing is in rural America, and one of four
such h es are occupied by an older person or family.

56
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Many rural homes occupied by older persons were built over fifty years ago and &minima-
quately heated or insulated, and in hot weather climates, homes oftentimes are poorly in
striated and have no cooling system. Thousands of older persons die annually from cold or
heat. preventable by proper, and relatively inexperuive, weatherization treatment.

For older homeowners with often low and fixed incomes, simple maintenance, as well as
skyrocketing energy costs, are an enormous drain on limited financial resources. Many
older rural peesons must choose between fuel or food during winter months, and for many.
the choice is traeic.

. There is clear evidence of severe national neglect of rural areas in the allocation of resources
*mance new, low-cost rental, or owner-occupied housing.

Congregate housing for the elderly in rural arms still lags far behind metropolitan areas in
the number of per capita units available. Still worse, there exists.no national planor time-
table to approach this serioirs problem in an organized, effiCient way. Great confusion has

-been created, in part, by overlapping federal agencies, inconsistent financial guidelines for
low interest loan and rent supplement programs, and even by different and unrealistic
definitions of , the term "rurar among agencies administering housing programs in rural
arms.

Mortgage money for owner occupied housing is often scam in rural areas, as is financial
assistance to private developers for the building of multi-family housing, affordable to low
or moderate income older persons.

Furthmnore, development costs are often.prohibitive in rural SIM. This, coupled with
typically smaller developments, often serves as an economic dis-incentive to developers,
even though the need exists and is real for many ill-houied older persons.

Delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferences made the following recommendations toward the
solution of rural housing problems:

Substantially greater funding should be provided through H.U.D. and F.H.A. to finance
rural congregate housing with multi-service facilities incorporated into the design.

Expand weatherization programs in rural areas for both summer and winter, including
alternative energy-efficient heating sad cooling methods and the installation of insula-
tion and infiltration prevention materials.

Expand and effectively utilize Farmers Home Administration money, and rental
assistance programs. Extend the use of program funds to mobile homes.

Transfer weatherization funds and administrative authority for those funds from the
Department of Energy back to the Community Services Administration to improve the
effective use and delivery of program resources.

Develop consistent standird eligibilitY guidelines to be used by all federal agencies in
determining income eligibility for rental assistance programs, low-interest housing
loans, weatherization assistance and other housing-related programs serving the elderly
in rural areas.

Develop a national housing policy, with a plan and timetable for providing orderly
and equitable distribution of housing resources and assistance to rural areas.

9
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Provide consumer housing guides and information about available housing programs
for use by the rural elderly.

Develop tax adjustments tor the elderly to decreise tax burdens with age,

NUTRITION
"Man has but one body in which to house the existence of an entire lifetime. Therefore, the

can which one takes of his body to a large extent determines the quality of his existence

here on earth . ."
For all of us, the ability to remain healthy, independent, secure, and productive depends

greatly upon an accurate knowledge of proper nutrition, as well as upon the availability of
nutritious foods and supplements, and our access to them. Indeed, without a nutritious
, diet, good health and both physical and mental well-being cannot be obtained.

Proper nutrition is essential for normal organ development and functioning, for normal cell
reproduction. growth. and maintenance: for optimum activity leve and working efficien-
cy, tor resistance to infection and disease; and for the ability to repair bodily damage or in-
jury.:Therefore every effort should be made to attain and maintain an adequate, balanced
daily intake of all necessary nutrients throughout life.

Unfortunately, the opportunity to obtain a balanced, nutritious diet is not one enjoyed by
all older Americans today, because of a variety of factors, which include; insufficient nutii-
non education; limited or fixed incomes with which to purchase dietary requirements;
unavailability of nutritious foods and yitaminimineral supplements; insufficient funding
for congiesate and home-delivered meals, as well as other nutrition services; and limited

access to nutritious foods and health services, where available.

For the rural elderly, these problems are compounded by the oftentimes great physical
distances separating the elderly consumer from the service and by the lower economic tax
base of rural Communities with which to support nutrition protects. Furthermore, the
overall higher cost per unit of nutrition services to rural residents, as opposed totheir urban
and suburban neighbors, contributes to a lower percentage of funding,development, and

delivery of nutrition services to rural areas.

Certainly, proper nutrition is considered to be an essential technique of "preventive
medicine," as well as a necesaary ingredient for the effective treatment of health-related

problems.

In Rural America. where health services are inadequate to meet the needs of its citizenry,
preventive health care is of great consequence to the physical and mental well-being of
older citizens. Good health in one's later years may mean the difference between living in-
dependently in one's own home, or being institutionalized in unfamiliar surroundings. It

may mean the difference between financial independence or dependence, between hap-

piness or despondency

The opportunity to obtain nutritious meals, both congregate and home-delivered, is an op-

portunity of life-giving and life-sustaining proportions to thousands of rural elderly.
Because proper nutrition was recognized as being so vital to an active, satisfying life as one

grows older, Delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferences recommended that:

10
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Increase federal monies available under Title III of the Older Americans Act to provide

nutrition education and counseling, in addition to adequate and accessible congregate

meals and hothe-bound delivery for the rural elderly.

Federal policies should encourage and support local community involvement in, pro-

viding resources, facilities and services for food purchase, preparation, and delivery, as

well as nutrition education information and counseling for older rural residents.

ENERGY
A national problem of no small consequence. the problem of energy and skyrocketing
energy costs strikes first at those most vulnerable and least able to pay. . . . the rural

elderly.

Dependent on costly, private transportation, held captive to the price of oil, gasoline, or
other sources of energy transported far from metropolitan distribution centers, and more

than likely living in poorly insulated housing, the rural elderly are often the first victims to

see and feel their fixed incomes being eroded lzy inflated energy costs.

,The rural elderly often occupy housing which is least energy-efficient and in need of insula-

tion. weather stripping, and other energy-related improvements. Consequently, an ever-

increasing percentage of available household income must be spent on heating or cooling

energy costs.

Home energy costs are often the least variable of household costs among the rural elderly.

as the elderly tend to occupy their homes during most hours of the day, and are unable to

alter temperature settinp to more energy-saving levels for extended periods. Because of

their low-incomes, elderly households are among those least able to afford home im-
provements which would reduce energy bills.

Energy Crisis Assistance Programs and weatherization programs are currently inadequate

to meet existing needs, and often are not extended to isolated rural areas for reasons of
higher cost-of.delivery, or because the rural eklerly are often unaware of available

assistance.

Immediate recognition of the problem. coupled with decisive action, is needed to avert

further suffering, and all-too-often choices between fuel or food by financially over-

burdened older persons.

Delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferences recommended the following actions to alleviate

many energy-related problems among the rural elderly

Many older rural residents are uneducated regarding available energy assistance pro-

grams, and are in great need of information on energy conservation methods and prac-
tices which.can help reduce household energy cpsts. Steps are encouraged for coopera-

tion between utilities and government to develop (a) education programs for standard
conservation practices OA rewards or incentives for conservation (c) outreach efforts for

conservation awareness (d) home energy audits.

Establish uniform and fixed energy rates for home heating and cooling for the elderly

based on ability to pay.

Develop a federal energy stamp program to provide reduced energy costs to qualifying

families,

12
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Develop fair and understandable regulations for energy cut-off procedures.

Provide regulated weatherization standards for new construction of homes or buildings.

Provide increased federal funding for the development of reasonably priced enemy, and
the exploration and research of alternative mew sources such as thermal, wets:, solar,
wind, peat, wood and wood by-products, coal, alcohol, and methane.

Expand nuclear energy resserch with emphasis on safety and waste disposal methods.

Expand energy conservation ill tramportation through coordinated pooling, better
vehicle design, and multi-use vehicles.

Improve and maintain railroad and watenvay systems using bold and innovative ap-
proaches in moving people and goods.

Expand research into alternate living modes such as underground housing, foam con-
struction and innovative congregate housing arrangements.

Establish elected Public Service Commisdons with provisions for public review of
utility rates.

Stop prefennitial rates for high volume uses* of energy.

Re-evaluate environmental regulations to determine where modest relaxstion can gain
hish returns in energy use reduction or cost reduction.

Mandate through regulation, use of available conservation technology both for new
construction and retro-fit on older buildings and home.

Rewrite building codes to require use of conservation technology, and enforce through
bonding requirements and inspection.

Greatly expand funds available for weatherization, including financial assistance, con-
version of heating systems to more energy-efficient and coot efficient units.

Make gneater use of tax incentives to encourage conservation and to expedite weather-
ization.

RETIREMENT INCOME/ECONOMIC WELL-BEING
"All of us could retire nicely, without financial worries, in our old age, if we could dispose
of our experiences for what they cost us.

Author Unknown

No national promise rings so hollow to many older rural Americans than the promise of
financial security and adequate income to meet ascends' living expenses. One in five older
persons in rural areas live below federally established poverty guidelines, and many more
ate among the 'marginally poor". That is, they have a family income which only slightly
exceeds the stringent poverty guidelines.

Financial security among older rural residents has often been a lifelong problem. With
g enerally kiwer wages, few lob opportunities, and a declining agricultural economy, many
families were unable to save or invest for their retirement security. Others, of course, were
not covered by Social Security ortecause of low earnings, only made minimum contribu-
tions.

13
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Nationwide, inflation has eroded the buying power of fixed-income dollars jeopardizing the
security oi millions who expected to at least be able to meet their housing, food, and utility
bills, if not to have tinancial "peace of mind" in their later years.

Rural older persons, dependent on private transportation to move about, are often forced
to re,e expensive automobile ownership, or substantially higher transportation costs to get
tu essential health services, stores, and other services often centered long distances from
their homes.

ln short, being older and being "rural" represents a double threat to individual financial
security., and certainly being one of many ethnic minorities living in rural America. adds
even a third unfavorable dimension,

ln order to assure the financial security of older rural residents, and to promote individual
self-esteem and independence, the delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferentes recommend the
following

Amend Social Seturity laws to provide greater protection for women, particularly
widows, and divorced widows_ Such changes should include provisions for:

111 When a spouse dies, the surviving spouse or surviving divorced spouse inherits the
deceased spouse"s earnings credits to the extent that credits were earned during their
marriage,

(21 Recognize marriage as an economic partnership, and as such, that homemakers
contribute to that partnership,

13 Inherited credits would be added to any credit earned by the surviving spouse before,
during, or after marriage.

(6) At age 62 the survivor would become eligible for retired workers benefits. That
benefit would be based on (A) inherited credits if survivor has never worked in the
paid labor force, or (8) a combination of inherited credits and credits earned by the
survivor.

A
(5/ Disability benefits for horrremakers.

Change inheritance tax laws which penalize womeri involved in the economic partner-,
ship ut farming.

Develop responsive adiustments in Social Security payments which more accurately, and
in a more timely way, reflect increases in the cost ot living index.

Social Security benefits should never be less than federally established poverty levels

There should be no taxation of Social Security benefits,

Private pension plans should be transferable.

Emphasis by the federal government should be toward a more balanced federal budget,
along with encouragement of increased individual production according to individual
capacity,.

Social Security cost-of-living increases should not affect eligibility for food stamps,
medicaid, or H.0 D. rent levels,
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11. Access to Health Serukes
Affordable rural public transportation and ambulance service should be developed
and expanded to provide equitable access to medical and other health-related
services.

Legislate and finance additional mobile health care units, day care centers, well-
' Intim clinics, hospice care. respite care, in-home care, home-delivered meals and

rural health clinics with health care specialists available on a regular basis.

Expend health education and preventive care programs for the rural elderly and

their families through Manuel consumer and community plannine, coordination,
and delivery of services; distribution of information; use of available media and
communkations systems; and expension of older worker and CETA programs
to implement these programs.

Eliminate price cash payment requirement for admittance to hospitals and other

health service facilities.

Establish ombudsmen to assist the =id elderly in obtaining appropriate care,
completine health claims, understanding medical care provisions, and alleviating
adverse conditions relating to health care needs and services.

Establish a ceiling on all health coots, Including insurance fees for medical care,
and prescription drugs.

Provide incentives Which encourage pharmacies to honor Medicaid Cards and

prescriptions under Medicare.

Encourage and expand the availability of rural Health Maintenance Organize-

dons.

Provide inducements for state and local governments and private enterprise to en-
courage training and continuine education programs for long term care and other

health service providers.

Incentive payments should be made to rural paraprofessionals: grants to medical

students specializing in family practice who are willing to serve rural areas upon
completion of training; training in geriatrics to health professionals and,,para-
professionals.

C. Quality of Services
Improve quality of nursing home care through regular and stringent monitoring,
inspecting, and eviduating of nursing home care.

The concept of "pear counseling" should be expanded, utilizing trained older
counselors within social service aeencies to evoke a more effective responee among

older clients.

The staff of all social services agencies should be sensitized, through specific train-
ing, to the emotional nerds of older persons to whom they are providing services.

Provide funiling (federal and state) to make available a continuum of care for the
rural elderly ranging from supportive in-home services. through institutionalize-
"
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an. Modification ol requirements and restrictions governing Tides XVIII, XIX
and XX of the Social Security Act, and modifkations of Comprehensive Older
Americans Act should be made in order to most successfully permit older citizens
to remain independent. In the environment of their choosing.

Legislation should be enacted to redesign the eligibility criteria for Indians to en-
sure their participation M Social Security benefits; to support health programs for
the Indian aged. staffed by Indian people; and to grant relief to Indians who find
that they moat glve up their land, which is sacred, to qualify for needed health
programs.

Encourage better local coordination and communication between medical and
home care providers in order to assure comprehensive continuing care and moni-
toring of health care plans. Local community and private resources should be
encouraged.

SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL wELL-IONc

'There is a destiny that makes to brothers, none goes his way alone. All that we send into
the lives of others, comes back into our own."

Edwin Markham

Nothing is so fundamental or important to the quality of lifeamong older, rural Americans
than havina the opportunity to fully participate tn the social and spiritual life of their com-
munity.

So often the network of social and emotional support required to make life meaningful. is
gained throush the associations and fellowship of family, friends, and neighbors, in
church, or in community social events.

It is imperative that programs and services be designed which expand upon, and enhance
this natural support network.

Delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferences recommend the following:

Promote an awareness of stereotyping, negative attitudes, and myths surrounding the
elderly tn our society, develop effective educational, public relations, and intergenera-
tional programs and activities to correct this stereotyping, improve attitudes and erase
myths_

Develop and. or expand educatidnal and informational programs which contribute to
improved crime prevention at the local level. Volunteer programs such as 'home watch".
"alert", and sell-defense programs should be expanded.

Establieh more effective and comprehensive consumer protection activities at federal.
gate, and local levels,

Institutions of higher education responsible for the education of professionals in medi-
cine, psychiatry, psychology, nursing, the clergy, and social work, should develop
within their educational curriculum, a competent of quality geriatric and gerontology
education which responds to the special needs and problems of the olderpopulation.

I?
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Contribute to in-home family living for rural elderly by increasing SSI and Food Stamp
allotments; protecting the family from severe economic loss due to family care of the
elderly, provide low interest loans to families for home renovation which enables them

to care for their elders.
Fund volunteer programs in areas of administration. recreation, and management train-
ing; provide tax credits to volunteers for hours worked; give priorityfor additional fund-
ing to agencies/orpnizations which develop and provide volunteer programs.

Support community programs encouraging "in-kind" contributions and the bartering
work exchange concept

Enhanor and expand the National Senier Companionship Program of ACTION,

Exemp all drugs and food from taxation for senior citizens.
A

Develop effective educational and ddll development dames with input from the rural
elderly designed to improve self-concepts, employability, and continue the process of

life-long learning.

Utilise the talents of the rural 'aging in local communities through employment, volun-
teer activities. on advisor/planning boards and committees.

Encourage the development of neighbor assistance programs to relieve loneliness among

the rural elderly by eubsidizing volunteer visitation services.

Fully fund Rural Development Act of 1972 which provided for industrial. agricultural,
and rural community development in order to prevent the flight of rural youth to the
Odes, due to inadequate rural employment opportunities. The flight of rural youth is
presently undermining the informal support system constituted by family and neighbors
upon which the old and frail elderly depend for physical and emotional strength and

stabilitY.
Local agencies/organizations should provide assistance in pre-retirement planning to the

rural elderly. 4

Local churches ohould provide taped worship services and eermons, condiict prayer
meetings, and provide other special ministerial services for the home-bound rural
elderly; conduct religious servkte at nursing homes on the Sabbath and religious holi-
days; offer volunteer chore and homemaker anistance; provide advocacy, counseling,
information, outreach and referral services; offer home-delivered meals to the home-

bound, the sick, and the disabled.'
Encourage the teaching of the hospice concept, and affirm an individual's right to die

with dignity; utilize the elderly in counseling and outreach efforts to bring about an ac-
-

ceptance of death as a natural pmcess,
Government policies should support and promote the continuation of mill family farms

as vital to the well-being of the rural elderly, and to the preservation of our national
heritage.

Expend the development of rural multi-purpose senior centers as focal points for the de-

livery and coordination of needed services for the elderly.
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Enact legislation to aid/or vent relief from the hish coat of food. fuel, rent, health, and
hospital can, taws. and the other necessities of life, and ensure that the rural elderly
will not Inicalle destitute, totally dependent, and subiect to the despair of helpnees.

Provide For legislation authorizing speedy prosecution of and severe penalties for thaw
who abuse and commit crimes*slnertbe rural elderly.'

Elkotkage public, private, and Pirochial schools to incorporate gerontology material
in their curriculums and to use older dtizens in sharing spedal knowledge and talents in
a danwoom situation.

SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY AND.01,112EACH/OIDER AMERICANS AS A GROW.
ING NATIONAL RESOURCE

" Have love. Not love alone for one
But man, as man, thy brother call.

And natter. like a circling sun.
Thy charities on all ."

Friedrick Von Schiller

The beet of programa, in design and purpose, is of no value to those who need it, but who
cannot partkipast The extension of education, information, and the direct delivery of in-
home aervkes are extremely important to older rural residents. No person or family should
be denied needed &Wiesner simply because of where they happen to reside. Yet in rural
areas, thousands ars ignored daily because theytilve too far from agencies providing ser-
vices to their notworural cousins, or became rural outreach and service delivery I. con-
sidered "not cow-efficient

Scattered populations we more expensive and more difficult to serve ona per unit basis,
but ars thaw hidden thousands somehow less Important or less in need, or somehow
second-class Americans because they an rural? Delegates to the Rural Mini-Conferences
think not. And they have made the following retvmmendationa tor action,

Expand and provide funds for Increased advocacy efforts under the Older Americans
Act.

Eliminate federal regulations niquiring matching funds kir services/programs in rural
communities.

Adjust guidelines for appropriwne funds for service delivery to the low-income elderly
to reflect changes in the coat of living.

Mandate federally funded service delivery agencies to provide outreach services to the
rural elderly.

Reimburse mileage expenses incurred by outreach volunteers.

Income funding for expanded outreach services and for effective training of outreach
workers and planners,

19
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Provide telePhone reassurance services to rural residents through local sheriffs offices,
or by other service delivery agencies, volunteers, or older workers.

Authorize and fund the research and development of educational materials, programs,
outreach and referral systems to address the problems of alcohol and drug abuse among
the rural elderly.

Provide direct funding to the Navaho Nation and other supportive Indian tribes under .

the Older Americans Act for the delivery of social services in order,to improve the physi-
cal, psychological and social well-being of the Indian elderly. Funding for Section 60S of
Title VI of the Comprehensive Older AmericanaAct should be provided to maintain
bask set-vkes for Native American rural elderly, both on and off the reservation.

lied Services
Promote the research of current laws and unfair practices existing in the areas of in-
flated rUal estate taxes on rural property owned by the elderly, and exceseive inher-
itance taxes on farm property, encouraging local rural organizations and senior ad-
vocacy groups to affect positive changes on these important issues.

Establish county-wide lewd service coordinators who would prepare and conduct
lewd needs and resource surveyi obtain needed information, resources, and assistance
from members of the local Bar Aosoidation, the State Legislature, and other legal
aide providers; provide educational training and information on legal service matters
to outreach and paralegal workers, senior and other organizational meetinp, and the
news media.

Continue and expand legal information and assistance under the Older Americans Act.

SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS

The definition of "RURAL," as used hy the 1981 White House Conference on Aging in
determining urban and rural delegate representation unfairly contributis to the perpetua-
tion of an urban bias in aging services and programs. This definitirin, which considers
all persons residing in towns with a population of 2,500 or more io be urban, grossly
neglects the rural character of small towns with populations of between 2,500 and
50,000. Thus, the Etural Mini-Conference delegates recommend that the present WHCo/C
definition of "rural" be changed to that, as stated in the 1972 Rural Development Act,
which considers all persons residing in areas with a population under 50,000 to indeed,
be RURAL citizens.

Through the 1961 White House Conference on Aging we witneis thr best form of American
democracy. People . . paean:pots poople, sharing in their government, and taking respon-

-tibility for shaping their own destinies.

This report on the Rural Mini-Conferences is an important part of that process . . . but we
have Only begun. . -

We are each instruments of change, bin together, driven by dedication and conviction toe
make a difference.

21
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ITEM 2. A PROPOSED AGENDA OF RESEARCH GAPS IN RURAL AGING:

CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON -RESEARCH PARADOXES

BY DAVID EARL SUTHERLAND, DIRECTOR

RURAL GERONTOLOGY,PROGRAM,

OHIO UNIVERSITY, ATHENS, OHIO

Introduction

A commonplace observation notes the enormous increase in the sheer

0
output of research literature in the field of gerontology, especially

since World War 11. Yet it remains no exaggeration to assert that

4
gerontology reaming' a "youthful" eaterprisib, especially with respect to

sociological work on aging. By "youthful...1 menn thnt the actual ;eh-

stantive and/or theoretical, developments in the sociology of aging emerging

from such studies cannot be indexed by the vol ume. of literature.

This attribute applies with even grdater precision when one turns

io "sub-populations" of elderly for special examination--in particulart

social research on rural elderly reflects very recent efforts. A small,

but steadily growing, body of literature now exists attesting to the

special conditions encountered by rural elderly that are not faced by their
4

urban,counterparts (Adams, 1975;Anse1lo,1980; Harootyan, 1977; Harris,

1978; Lawton, 1980; Scholler, 1975; Sotomayor, 1981; Task Force, 1980;

Wiles, 1979: Tomtits, 1967,snd 19774 Zulches and brown, 1978; and Wnzny,

et. al., 1981). For example. health status is an especially critical

domain for rural elderly (General Accounting Office, 1980a and 1980b;
't
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Profildi, 1981; Shook, 1980; and Sutherland, 1981n).

Yet even this record illustrates aradoxes: on ths;:onc Innid the .

a

research efforts devotea to rural aging studies remains United and

meager with respect to that done on urban aging (Coward', 1979 and Youmans,

197)). A recent bibliographical survey examining some 40,000 publicationh

written specifically oa aging found that leas than 2 poecani dealt with

a rural aging population (Kim, 1980:390).: On the other.hend.Amlicy.response-

to such studies on the "double jeopardy" or "triplo jeopardy" special

circumstances of rural elderly has been described as a subtle, but
1"

systematicalliaeriminatiou in public funJing for services to rural

(Ambrosius, 11179;Cloward, 1979; Improving $eiVices, 1979; Kim, 1981;

Kivett and Learner, 1981; Nelson, 1980; and Reid, Codsey, and Nines, 1978).
,

An unsettling result of special survey studies done with delegates and

non-delegates attending the six Rural Mini -Conferences hold around the

country as part of proparottons for the 1981 White House Conference on

Aging is congruent with the lack of research and policy connectedness.

Almost 90 per cant of delegates and non-delegates earned that (1) policy

planners in aging services did not understand tifunique needs of rural

elderly and-(2) government administrators and planners were not cognizant .

of the special problems of rural elderly (Con and Sekhon, 1981: 11).

In one sense, the difficulties of knowledge production aid

practice highlight a deeply imbedded feature of gerontology that reflects

Unquestionable missions of the field - --namely,Nhowledge production; about

aging should be constituted in ways applicable for improving tIm lifes of

elderly citizens.

The presentation will he research napacts or knowledge

production in rural gerontology and suggest basic knowledge areas that

illuminate gaps in ressarch endeavors. With one exception, will net;_ _ _ _ _
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present detailed argumentation for the proposed agenda of research gaps.

The eaceptien involves recently completed research en rurul elderly

XI yet unpublished and a sample paper from that project is provided in

an Appendix. The other identifiable issues for research do reflect

the work involved in that projeCt and in others, but the details for

those points will be illuutrated

Research Caps in Rural_fttng: A Proposed Agenaa

(I) Research/Practice

As ncolid above, the intent in gerontology connecting knowledge to

practice.ls essentially a gerontological axiom. No ones questions the

openly valued intent of developing knowledge constituted in such a manner

as to be applied in services and programs asking tn improve the quality

of life for older Persons. The paradox is seen in the continual tensions

'and dynamics characterizing this intention - ---04 it the frustration of

practitioners seeking to "translate" research into practice or the complaints

uf researchers that,policy designers have no adequate grasp of basic

knowledge. is thereany evidence in rural aging of what research is

traceable to what, use?

I argue that at best, the utilisation of research knowledge to applied

rural gerontology is primarily technical in nature. By this I mean the

desire for instrumentation and factual information. The OARS
*-
development

and widespread use illustrites the first point (especially in.the Channeling

irojects now underway) and the need for up-dating of socio-economic data

of rural elderly illustrates the second point. What remains unexplored

are investigations into more complex integration of knowledge transferral

into policy---the ways in which interpretive processes utilisation technical

data evolve policy.
*

The most sophisticated research effort along these lines (admitedly in

e non-gerontological setting) does not provide encouragemeni for thoso

*Older Americans Resources and Service

73
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with a eschsaistic model connecting knowledge atfd policy. While

gerontologists and policy makers surely recognize "political" dimensions

V2 before/mien-exchanges in policy formation, RANN (Research Applied to

Rational Needs Divisioo) sponsored studies of the uee of social

science Inbormation and public policy making at the federal level

ladicate more subtle process (Rich, 1941). Rural ger.notology remains

unaware of the silos of non -aged related research in the sociology of

liCien441 as means of developing age policy strategies. We bead

research focus directly on knowledge-transfer mechanisms froe rural

gerontology to rural practice.

(2) Rural tonaltonment: Barrier to or Essence of Rural Alias?

The starch for satisfactory delinition of "rural," especially

in terms of legislative policy, continues. Surely common element

involved in that effort admits to the environmental character of rural

life---the distances, geographical isolation,epareely populated

.or agricultural land features --that distinguishes it from urban America.

Yet this most essential feature in which rural aging occurs becomes

defined as one of the most severe problems fin rural elderly. Availablity

of services and facilities seems relatively advantageous for urban

lderly, and all too scarce for rural elderly. The latter face sigaificant

costs for transportatioa to requisite services mad much effort is devoted

to estimating such costs for program design., (Weeny, et. al; 1981). Policy

research thus suggests that such costs constitute barriers for inProving

the quality of rural living for senior citizens because of isolation,

transports'tion gaps, and travel expenses.

While not denying the interest for such questions, nevertheless, it

remains paradoxical that we have been unable to re-frame our efforts and

recognime the genuine importance of such features of the rural environment

for contributing to meaningful aging experience. Surely, to convert
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rSral eervices into urban counterparts on tha basis of wishing-away

the "burden" of rural environmental feniurep paradoxically seeks

destruction of an lement of rural living essential to its chaarter.

'.. We might wish to transcend geograph1cal distance, perhaps even modify

it eomswhat, but we need never forget that such geographical charactericOr..

oust be retained s opportunities, not negative barriers. Aging

-policies must re-affirm the environment not'transfer it to another mileau

p entirely; i.e., make Prurel" kind of mini -,"urban" situation. Ws

need research on the positive contributions and potentialities ter

aging possible in such an nvironment.

One possibility recognises an elder -eriviconmantel complex for rural

aging proc sssss at best only hinted at in current studies. Rowles'

work (1978) done initially with urban elderly and more recently concerned

with rural aging in Appalachia (1980 and 1981a and 1981b) provides

micro-level studies uf the meaning given to geographical apace hy romul

lderly. This work needs to be done on a more extensive scale,

perhaps involving techniques like "mental mapping" (Gould and White,1974)

applied to rural situations. How& rural elderly incorporate intd their

meanings for daily life the location features of their environment?

Which of these features are ialient for them? Whore do aging services rank

in their interpretatioas of their geographical space?

Other technibuss'could be applicable here ---for example, those

illustrated in urban sew:line (Warne., ed., 1982); or the use of

remote sensing technologies like RUNS (Earth Resources Analysis System);

or utilisation of geographically sophisticated information techniques such

as UGIS (lblwersal Geographic Information Systems) to build INGRID files

(Information Manipulation on a Grid) for constructing generative modeling
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combining fined transportation systems, service location, and interpretive

meanings of the environment for understaoding how rural ldorly nep:Ltiato

their environmental Autumn as qualitatively impoitant dimension to

rural aging processes. V. need co incorporate onvirooment in r0000rch

on rural asing as conceptual component of the *octal thought of rural

ldeorly (Sack, iSSO), amd relate that process to servick'utilisation

patterns.

(3) Heanimi.of Rural Aline Experience/Process: An Incursion into Hermenoutice

ko important contribution of gerontological tudies to the undorstanding

of aging focuses upon "myths" of aging captured in value., attitudes, and

atersotypes held about aging by elderly end by non-elderly. Other

work has examins4 self-images la special sub-populations of elderly (i.a.,

women) or eves among service providers themselveiq Often the question has
..!,

boon poeed in the context of whether or not olderly lose este.. and

prestige in industrialised societies as opposed to traditional societies.

Curiously, the paradoxical element reeeins unstated---nameiy; on the um,

hood industrialisation' created the condltions for "greying" of aociocy;

o-Zo
while on the other hand. &bate tem itself to the loss of valise for

elder4 citizens. Ve seem t ts the conditions to allow aging yet

disavow aging as a stigmatised or roletess rale.

I have sought a different approach to understanding the meaning of
_.

aging experiences, hasad upon social theory eMensting fro. Ruropeen social

ttought in the tradition of critical Chsory. Hp interest liege in

explorieg the "natural" occassions under which aging becomes a factor in

self-image and self-actualisation in rural environments. How is ono remindod

of aging? Sy the Area Agencyon Aging? Sy *octal gerontologists doing

research? Sy needs amseasmani surveys? Sy reading thei Older Americans Act?

What are the reflexive dimensionalities to aging and how can those

dimeneionalities be researched?
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With support frail the Adeinistraticm on Agins. initial efforts have

been node its this dirertinn (Sutherland. Shelly. Rodgers. 19817. Appendix

contains one project paper relating directly to the issue Of meaning and

also provides sufficient details fur the research design and chniao.icriALca

supporting this discussion. I propose at least three reflexive

dimensionalltlos to the song exporionce: (1) technical's the cognitive

manias and knowledge about alibis by person; (2) hereeneutic: the

discursive processes involved in the linguistic decoding processes

employed by pereon in language-presentations and discussion of his/hor

aging; and (3) emancipatory: tho practical actionn taken by a person

reflectively motivated through tho intersection of (1) and (2) with

the inientionality of creating possible futures in which aging occurs.

The Kinship-Information tuial Aging Project allows initial

assessments of the first rwo disensionalitiess aural elderly were

given the Palms. Facts about A. Quis (probably tho first tire ever

done in rural studies) to assess their cognitive knowledge about aging;

they were then asked (rather innocently) to inform us about the difficulty

in talkine about a range of topics, among which wes aging. The results 410

were unexpected.

Rural elderly females in this sample displayed remerkable consistency

and tightness to their cognitive orientations to ging (See Table 1 in

the Appendix). Moreover, their Quiz scores correlated with other kinds

of nacio-daeographic characteristics snd activities. Rural sales

displayed virtually no cognitive coherency ---they seemed to occupy

different 'social world altogether relative to rural woman. The Beall

sample size disavows such confidence as to generality to other rural

elderly (f have just obtained data on Paleors scores for sone 900 rural

elderly Mot additional examination of this finding), but the theoretical

intent of this research seems proeising. We really know very little
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about male/female differences in such basic orientations to the aging vrotcsa

U2 rural environments, how rural environments help understand agini;

orieotation, nor how aging orientation relates to program perticipatiun

US Older American Act programs.

(4) Data Sass Reliability: Self-Reports or Upon Analysis/Individual-Grounded
Policy ur Structural_ Constraints

have elsewhere explored this issue (Sutherland. 19Slb) and condensu

that discussion here. Considerable care is required in order not ta

misunderstand the issue raised in this section. One of the more fundamental

assumptions in gerontological research hae us adopt the stfategy that

knowledge about aging must logically/reasonably coop from: aging persons.

nence the considerable efforts devoted to needs assessment methodolugleN'

by aging agencies or the careful collection of data-reports from elderly.

However, it is by no means vident that individually-based reports

accurately supply gerontological foundations for aging.knowledge. That la,

I would distinguish four phases of gerontological knowledge: "uf" elderly;

"for" elderly; "by" elderly; "with" elderly. Moreover. all 4;;; knowledge

types must U. researched systematically and thoroushly - -yet most research

projeots ignore one or more. One could interpret such of social gerontology

as an exercise in dommostrating how eldely themselves provide flawed

imageries (myths) of aging and that potential problem in

is ihe formation of aging policy based upon elderly self -proclaisattons.

This can be ill d in rural aging health patterns. Table 1

provides aggregate data from a very recent Vital and Health Statistics

report. gecallse of national sampling procedures data collected fur

farm areas necessarily results in significant sampling error. Nevertheless,

a structural pattern ur impairment differentials exist to the detriment of

rural elderly. (This rural-urban health differential is also reflectod in

7
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the UAXS assessment data discussed in Sutherland, l981a).

nowever, natal elderly theiesalhmii rarely characterize (Ab r,itai

environment as a health-harzardous situation fur elderly; indeed, it

the urban situation that la deemed mure dengerousfor an oldei ;wroth;

(here crime is allually cited). For that matter, a rich Americansfradition

'Masts that is pro-tural and anti-urban in value descriptions of thoio

environments. I. Una ro "counteract' the mi.-perceptions of lay individual

rural elderly with that ot the "expert" knowledge of,the gerontologists

The task is neither to dismdss nor uncritically accept at face-

value assuctions wadi) lay rural elderly about their circumstances.

The task is to foster communicative mergers of "gerontological" kn wledgo

-

with the immediate social worlds of rural elderly. This knowledge-

complex-process has, got been researched. V. do not know how to

merge '"structural data" on rural agine phenomena with the sonial world

of rural elderly themselves ---and to do so in such fashion that would he

productive fur policy development. Currant research practices do not

routinely require researchers to "report back" directly to throe oldorly

from whom information is extracted.

(5) Aural Aging, Practice: Instrumental-Technical Proarammotrc or hlecouralv.,_
IncOrporative tvolutioneri

I believe rhat'much serostolosical research acquires value whorill

translated into policy-- -but that the h modeling of such processes

_is too restricted and traditional. Indeed, federal policy encourages this

view of research-policy by troatine rural aging issues as tachnolosical

in nature (I have heard proerama described as "techaical" programa).

I would propose instead researchable model in which policy development

requires discoursive mode of exchange that seeks to incorporate gerontological

knowledge as part of an evolutionary prosran development. For example,

0 I
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rural esrontology, like aging tudious in general, often comments on the

xpected differences in rural elderly in the future in comparison with

current older citizens in rural environsmnts: educational achievement will

be higher, health status better, family size smaller, etc. Can wo

begin resserch now on volving "new" rural cohort problems as evidence

of program success criteria?

Mother example: Wenaborg and Cittelsohn (1962) studied general

health care in "small areas" in three New England staten. Though not a study

xplicitly on rural aging, it clearly pertains to health care in rural

situations. They sunset thatanimportent (if not major) factor critical

for reducing unnecessary medical usage is an informed patient assertive

enough to seek second and even third physician coasultation. le an

Informed rural elderly person possible? Sow cam that question be researched?

(6) Royal Environsantt Tradition or Nigh-Tech Potential At

The current Amarican focus on high technology, new computer

generations, and infornation -processing revolutions might easuarelated

to rural aging resoarth. However, the National Research Conference on

'1 Technology end Aging project currently underway did include Rural

Invironments workshop at its first meeting last summer. The two papers

prepared for that workshop (Costes, 19111 and Windley, 1961) will hopefully

be only the first Of series to explore implications of technology for

rural aging. Research on applicatioes/Implications for,technological

innovation pertinent to issues in rural aging is virtually nonxistent.

Lndeed, major intant of the first Conference was informational end

educational in gettini gerontologists, business, and technological experts

to become aware, of respective capabilities and interests for development

of future product markets and developmnts for elderly populations.

Si
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wral-erhin or_koral-eural AgliALGeeparisons

ral'gcrOntologi,ai studies classically understand rural don., In

imparison teJ urban aging pattetnil. This probably reflects the trui
rursi.-usimh Lontinuus iseuri in rnral ociology and rural development

research. This researrh Strategy will no doubt continue,

rot it is possible tu hugin voicing an alternative research need--

namely, serious and tull attention devoted tO studies oi rural aging

patterns in different rUral regions of the country, I. there serious

reason to take for granted that aging in rural Appalachia will aeCuratelY

eaters' aging processes in the Midwest? 54uthwest? rat Wort? lat New Vork

rural elderly Wore us of events ncountered by senior citizens in

the Uoinitaa0 Ate Spunieh-speriking older persons in California similar

to Kentucky hill elderly? Since rural lderly constitute about one third

of elder Americans, is it not reasonable that ire should promjte easuar,h

activities seeking understanding of,the Feral-regionalism existent in

this country?

illiandleeirian_ef Urban Klderiy or furrenner tor Uthun

With guild reason, moat research activities in aging concern themseiVes

416i arhae elderly: rural studies continue 44.6 kind of seeonti-counin

enterprise, Yet. I believe the potential for imaginative and fundamental

*Wit in agin will occur in rural aging research. Unlike urban studies,

research Lt rural envirenments recognizes explicitly er implicitudly a

long standincommitment of the field: the rucegnitiOn that all endeavor9

seek tu saintain the existence of rural character to aging events . neweir

difficult to analytiCally define Or describe, this tacit commitrevnt 1,

thic integrity of the environment placei a profound ruicarth obligation

for total J0411; itudies To preaerve that that giverr.the older purism hin/ber
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rural character to their aging. This reeearch sensitivity to a social

mileau to aging is not as prominent in studies of urban elderly. (Important

exceptions exist to this aseertion; i.e., SRO studies. Yet the general

point rains.)
I

Rural aging research commits itself not only to uncovering basic

gerontological knowledge nhout agin also commits 14.01 to oninfenance

of the rural-social environment in yhich aging patterns occur. We de

..not have an adequate knowledge bale for accomplishing these tasks well.

On the one hand, rgtal gerentologists le aware that mechanistic

transferal of urban aging resultaand practices to a rural environment will
s

apt do; on the`other hand, we still lack car+end df rural aging knowledge

to fully construct aging Oregtams for rural elderly. if we could acquire

the cepacity go udderstand and intervene apgropriately in individual

agingevents for rural elderly end do so sinultaneously maintaining the

integrity of the rural experience for suchpeople, we will have a knowledge

base and practice powerfuLl indeed Tor consideration by urban gerontologists.
a

It,. is in this sense, that considershie promise exists for rural gerontological

research eff4s.

4 Concluding Remarks
. ,

I have sought here' to identify examples of eesearchable probl ms

reflecting gaps in our,knowledge about rural ag!ng events, issues,

proives. In doing so, my intention wag to stretch our imaginatinp for

producing gerentologicai knomiedge. I have no dolibt that excellent, solid

work will Continue along more traditional and mainstream streams of thought

that typify curient generation of rural aging research.
,

Yet I wish to Atrium for sufficient room to explore alternative

theoietical traditionsIfor generating research problems in-rural aging.

4

,
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Such traditions are reflected in the discussion presented above:

proposed study of at least three reflexive dimensionalities to the orinr

process--technelogical hermeneutic, emancipatory-; nation-wide rural

studies of asing in various rural regions; research designs that require

the incorporation of elderly as a test oistudy results (i.e., are reselts
O --c

convincing enough to be incorporated into daily social worlds o( rural elderly):

and examination of language-dimensioning to rural aging through analysis

of aging 40 discou

1

sive practices. Other kinds of studies come easily

to mind: identify he most extreme rural counties as defined by the

variety of definitions of rural existent in federal policy guidelines fur

defining what ought to be core rural aging environments (McCarthy a d Morrison,

)1979:22,1ist 623 of 2,469 nonmetropolitan couties as the eost'rura using

1970 Ceimus ddifinitions); develeft new indicators of gerontological well-beinC

for U.S. counties modelled after the work by Ross, Bluestone, 'anthhines, 1979.
4

using the 197O;Census to generate social indicators on a county basis for

the entire country;- or mental-mapping asseesments of rural' aging

pregrame and services combieing 1980 Census data at enumeration district

luvels fur deVeloping deeailed etudies nf potentiaL rural clients matched

to4delivery designs. For relatively modest costs, a feasible project would

be centralivd aaalysis Of secondary data on rural aging already available

in such age-data archival systems currently existing at Michigan and Duke

for identifying commonalities and gaps.

But if pressed 'to advocate for h activities expressible in

one word, that word'would be"thinking." An Amercan Nobel Laureate

'is said to have remarkse that helkould get a research grafiranytime he

wantca bot it was not poesl.hle to get a research grant un what he wanted LO

du. Any emerging federal research policies on rural aging studies will
4

84
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properly identify research guidlines for such activities. Possibilities

noed to be created that allow for alternative ways of framing research

questions, that allow for supporting basicthinking about rural aging.

and that allow for even futuristic modeling for rural aging services

a -
twenty years from now. However ismending and critiCal current assessments

of rural elderly now living in rural America are, we do heed research

efforts aimed' at future cohorts of older Americans arriving in rural

environments as we end this century.

Given the-curinmat times of extremely limited resources available

for widespreed demands. better utilisation and support of researchers

interested in 4ural aging must occur in ways that pid policy decisions.

The recent creation of the Office of Rural Development Policy within

ths Department of Agriculture involves appointment to that office

of Rural Aging Specialist. Without question that officer should '-

expect ma reqUast cooperative help fro* those'of use seeking better

knowledge about rural aging. AnswereAo the research gaps identified

in this statement will contribute to those efforts on the federal level.
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hicroduction

Competing theoretical end methodological approachse abide in

social science exsainatIon of garantology; indeed, without uch difficultty.

one can rowdily identify dosen dux:miss that have bean proposed in

studios 07 ailing ranging frau disengagement theoryl1/4o sotto -cultural

theorise to age-stratlfication door?.
Methodologies rang* froe

cafe studies to national survey projects to participant observation

research. Typically theories of gerostological phenomans ar displayed

in terms of contrasts and similarities within particular study, but

usually central framework provides the orientation throughout the

nein. Methodological complexities ars rots rarely located within a

discourse of contrasts and similarities,
but reported research typically

implores one dominant style of data collection and analysis. Given

the current conceptual status of social gerontolory resting on kind

of thooretical aind field and giVen eh* usual varioty of social science

orhte paper Is basod on research carried out under Administration on Aging

grant PO-AA-204e awarded oy the Department of Uealth and human Service*.

Office of Human Development Services.
Presented at Animal Meeting of the

Gerontological Sociaty, Noismber S-12. Toronto. Canada.
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research strategies available, no definitive framework exists for

conducting aging tudies. Rather obviously. researchers must Im,ke

decided choices framing questiona end developing projects.

The Ohio Kinship Study Project developed with the conscious intent

of combining several theoretical into f the rettearchers around

eerie. of empirical questions about aging processes occuring within

common context---nseely. selected aspects of aging in a rural

environment. An specially unique aspect of this project recognised

trots the the creation of the study the desire to respect thoorcticol

diversity. Ons project goal was to combine the strengths of theoretical

frameworks focusing on related aspect:1 of rural aging. The project

reflects an unusual combination of theoretical interests within social

gerontology:. Un the one hand. the senior author has bon inturoatud

in Rabermos' critical theory -- --an apProach not within the mainstream

of American eoclology, much lens social gerontology. On the other hand.

the other authors have strong interests'in symbolic anthropology and

a social construction of reality appioach to aging. The Points of

convergence in designing our research and ininterpretation of findings

have provided an unusual richness in substantive findings from the projoct.

These theoretical interests also impacted upon the methodological

foundations to the project. TAM Osta -gathering mechanisms reflect

joint collaboration between two research traditions: survey date gathering

techniques and the employment of intensive, in-depth ethnographic study.

/nisei. the methodological richness of combining and integrating empirical

techniques often men as,divergent proved to boons the substantive

findings resulting from the research (Shelly and Sodgers-Siregnr, 1911).
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Our theoretical frameworks mployed colloborativoly rehult.A1 in

each of us contributing to various experts of the dosiun Of thc

survey instrument used and the nature of questions mployed in tho

ethnographic work. This psrticular paper illustrates the unexpeLtud

*richness of such efforts and ve believe constitutea an unusual

situation. On tho ono hand. the dependent variable (sem difforoncvs

La images of aging) reflects the vork of the senior author in seeking

to apply critical theory to aging. On the other hands the contextual

analysis of that variable (the independent variable6) reflects the

interests of the other authors in the symbolic meaning end social

construction of realtiy theoretical applications for the analysis

of aging as s social phenomenon. V. thus soak not thoorotical

competition but theoretical collaboration for uoderstanding and

posing sn unexpected subetantivs
finding resulting from our mpirical

investigations among rural elderly.

Savitnrouod of tho Ohio Kinship Study

Our research project examined
*elected aspects of aging issues

about rural elderly residing in a
southeastern county lu Ohio. rwo

fundseental Phases were operative in the data-gathering process.

The anthropologist lived in the county some 9 months prior to actual

administration of the survey instrument, and began the fieldvork

study of the project before the survey vas initiated. Her study

. in Orentview focused upon 46 household* to which more than half contained

members over the age of 5$. In addition she vs. involved intensively

in various aspects of community life of elderly ranging from villa4s

%le

4ctiviLieu to senior club* to trip* to tho ronionai monlor Clttreos ktratr
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to participation in senior trips to fairs and other event* ooi.lac

the county, in addition towards the end of the project she Lonao,t,0

additional interviews in on. of the larger "cities" located near thy,

village, lo general, her research activities allowed rather intensive

and extensive documentation in considerably symbolic detail of the

natural social systems and linguistic systems constituted among these

rural lderly.

The sdrvey phase of the project drew upon two distinctive subsabp1ux

of these country rural elderly. The local aging agency cooperated
,

fully with the project and provided us with a list of their sorvicu

oars. U. samplod from this list in order to develop a "user"

suhsample of rural elderly. "Mon-users" yes a residual category and

as no list ofnon -users xisted, we rosorted to sampling plan which

involved variant of the Propsbility Proportionate to Sims design

developed by Sudman (1975). The'"ussr" list provided sow 700 names

of which 140 names were randoely selected and 79 completed interviews

wets accomplished (the relatively low rate of completion is attributed

tO stale address*. on the liats and deceased individuals). We targeted
....

100 interviews to be occOmplished through the county-wide sampling

process end completed 914Interviews. More detailed information as to

the steps taken to assure4ex representation as well as assuring

"rurallty" to the sample is7ivailable elsewhere (Sutherland, Shelly, and
4,

Rodgers-Singer; 1981).

The survey instrument addressed range of interests, covering topics

about individual, family, comemnity, and targeted services. ft also

covered household composition, contact with kis, community involvement',

contact with friends end neighbors, mnd information on organisational
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memberships, The pa icular focus on this paper entailed dendLlln

surle.ey inistromsot discussed 1.4:10w

AAlnit Ani a Knowledge-Generated Orioles : Critical fheurY okui Ao_qt

rk of Argon Rabermaa hardly constitute, a "housuhold-

n 'ontempory American sociologieal theory, much less

within ,ontompory social gerontology. For 4 nweabotar yworn Inv

senior author has been working within the tradition of critical

theory seeking to both,understand and apply such theory to

relevant aubdomains of sociology. In particular. the early part

of habermas' work dealing with the elaboration of a framework

./1

relating human interests and knowledge production seems of particular

promise anj Chia section wild hrlufly summarise his understandtog

of that aspect of Hebei-ere' 8001/14 (Of 114 here (4 Mine detailod

statement of that underetanding Is available lsowhisre and is posed

in more ganeral format - -Sutherland, 1979).

habermas poses three kinds of "media" that characterise thu wjy

humans reside in the world and
interactfinterrelate with the material

world end vach These "media" point out generic hummi interests

opeartive respectively in each'domain: tlft is, associated with earn

medium Is a particular kind of Nam interest and particular
-

c:onftellation of knewledge -structures. Associated with "work" activity

is instrumental-technical
knowledge; that is; knoWledge capable of

-
relating 'objectively" to direct exchanges with the esterial word.

Associated with "language" is herneneutical knowledge; that is,

knowledge reilectively produced as a consequence of linguistic discourse.

rlaally, "eoancipation" Poses the reflexive capacity of humans to

'Imagine possibilitisd yet-to-be-realised and the kind of knowledge intuiry

9,*
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masoeiated with this in ***** ts is "critical" knowledge. While uot

omits. to this papet. we speculsts that chis dimension point,. 0,

distinction between "practice" and. "gratis."

the senior author seuaht to develop two mpirical indicators

tetlecting the first two media within the context of gerontological

research. For the idea of "instrumental knowledge" c;ur surVey

inetrument included Valmore's Pacts About Ago Quiz; for the

A*
reflexive dimension of "hermeneutical -discourse" we incorporated

,

a maga of questions coneerning respondents' feelings about apli as
1

a topic of discourse relative to other potential topics of discourse.

Again. detailed distension of that analysis Is Posed elsewhere

and we wish to present only the essentials relevant for this paper

(Sutherland. 1981). The administration of Palmore's guts about

factual knowladge of aging to is surprisingly novel application.

Palmore (1980) identified 30 different groups of subjects in S5 studies

representing 3.231 respondents to the scale. Virtually all these

subjects ore "captured" audiences (student*. facUlty. workshOp participants)

and we etimate fros his data that only 130-200 in 4 studios were themselves

"aged."- Rural elderly do reflect patterns of "information-images"'

about aging in responding to the scale. The sample mean was 13.14 with

tandard deviation of 2.87.

However. in accordance with Haberman' modal, the critical finding

concerned whether or not "instrumental" knowledge of aging related

to "discoureive" practices of these rural elderly. Table 1 shows

the major finding of the attempt at seeking mpirical application of

Habermee within gerontological context.

111
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fhe limitations of the sample site allow examination of rw,

dtttjtdtiala L *4!)-i1141Jiliq: Lhe tespondouts

Clearly distindive sex-differentiated pattern emerges, Tom'u,c

demonstrated an xtreeely etroog coherent pattern ltuktog knowled;le

bout ging toilll the topics uf discourse included in the survey

instrdment Oo the oilier hand; males revealed an almost anomie state

of connectedness "Won Choir knowledge of ging and wIlltfignues

'to deal with topics uf discourse. 114 puttuin of isex-diffenenttals

in "Information-images" of aging define the dependent variable

for nalysts in this paper; -The kinds of variables available

On the !macaroni for heiping understand this pattern were soleted

from the theoreticolOerspectivu of rn approech seeking a social x.

coustrocclon,uf reality modeling the aging process.

The Social ConstruCtion of
"1eformetton7.2maies" of Alingf A 14A-hifferini_lsfod

Unirtellation
---

Table 2 shows the association. between Palmoru Scale $10,r,4 ,

and selected variables for our rural elderly. The selected variables

inelsoke typical demographic vartabibe of ags; education; martial yt4t740,

and residence They also include more complex phenomena ranging from
0

social ties with kin or friends and 'involvement in community structure

ranging from general activity to use of tergeted enrolees. A strong

gum-liaked pattern exiate. Yor femolem. 7 of this 9 corrslations

with aging knowledge els significant; but for males; only r sre.

'

Male knowledge of aging relates only to.ipvolvesent in public services r
and centact with friends. ror females; again; a mpre complex end cohseent

patternAmerges; Their knowledge of ging %late. to their oum ego;

ducetiuo; marital *tattoo. residence. public Berwick ustf; gensral.ectivity;
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and *le of targeted services for the elderly. .

Finally, we examined a-more deiniled ougliting oilt of awaujaii"ns

of demographic and service variahles with feelings aVuut topics

.11 discourse, Table 1 provides these data.

Age in- related to feelings about discussing income and Witten, ow-

er people find both topici easier to discuss tisuidu younger people (r 4 -.159.

r *,ib5). Thc pattern Is sex specific only for politics, with femaleW

mere likely ko find politic* easy to discuss if thpy are older%

Sex Is significantly related in feelings about aging. Ineeme, and
OP

health. In all three cases fannies find these-issuen to be mare difficelt

topics of conversation than do mules. Sex is not-related to any of the

other feelings about topics of conVersation.

Residonce is related to feelings about aging, Income health, family,

politics, and religion as topics of cunvernation. With the exceptiun'of

family as a topic of conversation, rural residents find these issues more

diEficult to talk About than do.town residents. Only religion and politics

are sex s.pecifi.; rural males find religion a difficult topic, while rural

females find ;Kailas a difficult topic.

Education is related only to aging'as a topic of conVersation.' better

ducated people find aging' More.difficult to talk about than do others.

Controlling fur sex reduces thin relationship to non-significant prtportions.

however.

Marital staCus is Illated to-feelings About income. health, family, and

97
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religion only when sex is controlled. Marital ototus In relot...o t eti-

/Au about pulltaeu. with married, reupoodenta likely to flod o.I I i. o

. 0

difficult topic of conversation. When sex is controlled incomv va,Y

topic foi.merited males, and a difficult one for married females. Ilealth

is a cliffidtilt topic for married males. There la nil onsoelolloo between

health and marital status for femalea. Family as n topic of conversation

is difficult to discusit'for single females; there lit no association fur

males. Married females find religion trebe a difficult topic, whi4o nu

association exists for males.

Income as a ropic'ef conversation is easiest for those with higlicx-

incomes. Controlling for sex shows this to he especially true. forisoloa,

and not true for females. Income is also related to feelings about family

as a topic of conversation. Higher Lacoste peoplu find family a difficult

topic. This difference disappears when sex is controlled, however.

Activity in the community na measured by the general activity lodes

of public ser4ice use is related only to feelings about pging and income as

topics ot conintrsition. Iti*tbe case of both sets of Indices this it; espy-
.

cially ProneenCed for females and in three oueof four,enses not truelor

males, acing active makes it more difficult to, talk about ogiug aud locum('

than does not being activb.'but only for females.

gamily variable's which have an impact on feelings include atm specific

effecti for feelings about aglqg, acre, family, and politics. 'Females with

dense offspring networks find aging and income difficult topics to discuss.

Females with dense sibling networks find family an easy topic to talk about.

Fdlitics aS a topic of discussion is related to tlensity of the network of

other relatives for both males ancl females. Males with dense othtiC rola-

.

time networks find politics en easy topic, while females find it a difficult

topic, if they have other relatives nearby.
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Contact with friends is hiphly set specific in its efierts on topirN

of conversation. lhe global index of targeted service use in Mit relatcd

to any of the feelings questions. Only when the more sperlfic iodices are

Introduced do any patterns emerge.-
Associetional services are refatird

feelings about friends and feelings
about rnliginti. but these assotintions*

ams460x dpedifie. Females involved in ussociational activities ore much

more likely to find talking about friends and
religion difficult thno any

other group in the sample defined by sex and serVice use. Males who use

welfar-oriented services are likely to find politics a difficulttupic to

discuss. No other grotto exhibits this pattern.

The use of service* wkich the respundent must leave thd humu for are

related to feelings about health, politics, and friends. In n11 three-ca-,

sell tile relationship is highly sex specific. females involved in tlatte

services find health an easyvtopic of con'versation. However. they alsti

find friends difficult to talk about if they,are using these srvices.

Males find politics a difficult topic of conversation if they rare uslitit

these Services.

Targeted services which come to the respondent ere related to 'feelings

about aging, incoms!,health. friends, and politica as topics of cu.nverna-

tIon. Once again the pattern is sex specific. Females who receive those ,

services are likely to.flnd /ming a difficult topic. A eimilar result ob-

tains with friends ss a topic of conversation for females. The relationship

vith income nit a topic of conversation disappears for both sexes in title case.

Males who receive services which come to them are likely to find health a

difficult topic of conversatioue

Overall, the measures of feelings about topics of conversation repeat

the patterns of highly sex specific results we have observed thronghoutdhe

data. The laFk of relatively large numbers of associntiontl for males in

-
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this data suggests that topics
of conversation are not related to

aspects of family, community.
and targoted servico uoo if one 1. guric.

The pattern we observe for females
suggests that rural women lend ameh

more fully integrated lives in the sense that their rusponaus to

cognitive, affective, and behavioral questions aremore likely to covre.,:iwod

to one another.

We much admit candidly that the consistent sem-linked pattOrmi

revealed irt OUr darn were unexpected.
Indeed, tho Palmer* score data ,

and especially the associationill
patterns revealed in the rather

innocently designed question about topice of discourse nroved

merendipitieue in nature for the projeCt. One possible modeling

tor relating these findings is given in Figure I. There we

provide a broad diVision of pre-conditional variables notated to

.the production of
information -images about aging as well as indicatin

the admitedly not fully
understood patterning of the impact of

aging information images held by rural elderly in terms of the critical

issue of involvement with programs
for senior citizens. Clearly somu

of such program involvement
is reflective of the usual traditional

socio-economic variables employed in, gerontology.

However we do believe that we are
uncovering a new 1841 of

events emerging from the rather abstract theoretical
foundatidnt of

critical theory; The particular sew-linked pattern of our study

alsa calls for considerable additional work.
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Female Dimensioning to.Asingt Reflective Conclusions

While it les long been recognised tt sex-differentials o%i.1

in aging patterns that favor the longevity of females over mals4.

and studies on swh issues as widowhood and estrangsmunt have

been done on female aging, the recent establishment of a National Palley

Canter On Womectis indicative of the emergent conrerne with how

aging impacts upuo women. And oven though early,mtudice o( rural

aging focused predominately upon males, tho porsistant sem-patternn

discavered in our research indicate the neceeeity for greater 4WilvilitIsifi

of such difftrences in furors studies of rum) mina.

lt might be useful to relate our cheoretiCai locution of thin

issue by comparison with several recant etudlois dealing explicitedly

with female elderly.

gertaimdy the impetus of a social construction of reality approach

is not new. Matthews work (1979) falls Cleatly withing this tradition

and indicaton that tha social moaning of old ago has llttio to Jo witk .

biology per es, the difficulties hoe elderly women faced ware concerned

with having to confront stigmatized labele applied to older women.

But her emphaele was upon the impaci of societal definitions upon these'

woman, not upon their cognitive grasp of the aging process.

Others have used combination of survey methodology with

psychiatric interviews with loco', upon women during middle age

transitions (Wan. Antonovsky, and Neon, 1981). Their emphasis

was on issues other than the question raised here coneeroloa Fteminu

sting as knowledge-gen ee ee d activity. And a research strategy

is clearly evident in which linkages are sought between the special

aging proceesee encountered by.women and pa yche-aettoal personality
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CORRELATIONS CF PALMORE SCORE MIN TCPICS

OF DISCI-ESE: MAL ME, MALE CRY,

FEPOLE CELY

TOTAL MU (4.170)

PALMORE &WM INCOME NEALP FAIRY FRIENDS

MACRE .21Q° .268* .076 .033
AGOG 423 -.133 , .0E6

INWIE .163' -.175' -.003

HEALTH -.114 -.039

WILY 411*

RUMS
POLITICS

mils (WM ,

POLITICS RELIGION

.332" .189'

.076 -.006

.284' .048

.115 -.043

.071 -.019

.104 .118

PALNORE AGING INCOME HEWN FAMILY FRIENDS POLITICS RELIGION

PALMCRE

AGING
INCCME

FEALTN

FAMILY

FRIENDS

POLITICS

.134 .189' -.028 -.068 -.117 .076
.474* .160 -.316* -.026 .050

.0E6 -.169 -.213" .155
-.232' -.cfg. -.043

.5%* .088

.1C0

.035

.004

.C26

-.065
.050
.120

FEMES (MO

-
PALI% UM MUG DIME I.EALTH 'FAMILY FRIENDS POLITICS RELIGION

MIME .334" .356* .333* .169" .2147" .468 .370"
MUG .355" .391' .100 .218' .100 -.017

INCCNE .244" -155" .229' .395' .116

HEALTH -.014 -.033 .224' -.112

FAMILY .271° .055 .004

FRIENDS .105 .176'

POLITICS

'SIGNIFICANT (P a oR mom)

1 05
17.0240- 42 . 7
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TABLE 2 - ASSOCIATION BEREEN PALMORE SCAV AND SELECTED AWIrDLES RIR ME

, TOTAL SWIE, MAUES NV FBIALES4

YAW= Tom 'Soma thus Emtua

-.2241. AGE -.177
;

-.23)

2. EDUCATION .1E7 J39 .2f0

3. MARITAL STATUS .228 .118 .278

4. ft.sioext .119 -.058 .195

5. Slows Warr/ .149 .175 .140

6. Gum Aapart .146 .110 .17C

7. Ram SERVICES .229 .210 .252

8. UMW! win+ FRIENDS .140 .1.r .147

9. ASSOCATIONAL SERVICES .103 .06 .175

1PEARON'S R VALUES GREATER .ovil .125 ARE SIGNIFICANT FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE.

VALUES LARGER THAN 4125 ARE SIGNIFICANT FOR MALED.rVALUES LAPGER DON-9

.165 ARE SIGNIFICANT FOR FEMALES.
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orientations (Monett, et. el.. 1980). This research omphnhIN

stresses "role" patterns appropriate to melee and females and

whether Of not older persons must respond to an androgynous

social expectations with advancing age.

for the moment our thinking damn not work withtn.an exusinnitou

of.sex-role thbory; although, that may play rolkin the generation

of aging knoWledge. And the small number of eases iqvolved in

ease study does not allow full cenfidence in the merit of employing

Haberman' schema for arguing thnt-nging iS a special nubset or wo

larger prograis linking human interests with knowledge. If we are

able to generate additional empirical support for these ideas, the

next step is se argument within the tredition ot critical theory

that would link egs-related discourses to the generic Problem posed

by Habermatunder his discussion ot "distorted" and "undistorted"

communication processee relevant to, among other processes, the tormiLiou

of public spheres. Itwould raise the question of processes of

"domination" pplicable to garontologial phenomena.

On the other hand, further development of our social construction

0 ripailty concerns wool,* locate rural aging 16 e tradition especially

sensitive to the elements of social structure, symbolic-codes, and

self-constructions as reflections of location in social systems. That

theoretical interpretation of aging events has hot been much employed

in social gerontology.

1 0
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ITEM 3. STATEMENT ST TUX NATIONAL CAUCUS AND =TR ON SLACK ACID, I .

Senator Pressler and Members of the Committee on Aging, the

National Cauaus and Center on Slack Aged commends you for holding

heirings on this needs of the rural elderly. Older Americans, of.,

course. share many common problems, income, health, housing, trans-

portation. and others. Thetis problems are frequently intensified

tor the rural elderly who oftentimes.ancounter greater extremes of

deprivation. And, the magnitude is even more serious for rural

older Slacks who suffer multiple jeopardy because they ars old,

Slack, and ordinarily,poor.

Older Slacks -- specially in the rural South -- were raised

in an ra when segregation was openly practioed. They were victims

of discrimination -- on the job, in the housing market, and alio-

where. They attended inferior schools, notwithetending the °gaper-

ate bat equal° doctrine. Large numbers were forced to drop out of

schOol to help their families. The net impeot ie that they were

hortchanged in being given necessary tools to compete in a society

that has become increasingly urbanised, industrialised. and coepu-

terised.

wy virtually any barometer one would choose to els, older

Slacks have substantially lower quality of life than aged Whites.

They ars nearly three times as likely to live in poverty than Whites

GS years or older. They run much greater risk of living in dila-

pidated, deteriorating, or otherwise unfit housing. Slacks ars also

in poorer health, and have a shorter life expectancy than WhiteG4

WCSA's analysis reveals that these problems ars oftentimes

substantially greater for rural older Slacks. we have gone dawn the

. lob
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long dusty roads,and have seen the people left behind in the rural

slums. They may appear to be invisible to our.Nation. But, their

needs are grMat, and require immediate attention -- even during

this period of great aulterity.

'These points were made emphatically in NOBA's study of "Informal

Social Networks in Support of Elderly Blacks in the BlaCk Belt of

the United States". That study focused on nearly 1,800 older per-

-sons ranging in age from 60 to 108 years old. About 92 percent Of

the respondents were Black and 8 perceni.were White. Ney findings

from that study include:

o About 72 percent of tube older persOns hid annual income

under $3,000.

o Almost 87 percent of those older rural inhabitants had eight

years or less of formal education.

o Only 13 percent were a:cloyed.

,Tbe'study concluded:

"The aging and aged in these rural pockets of poverty and

in-other depressed areas around the country share many common

characteristics in addition to advanced age. Younger faiily

members have grown and movedsway, health problems have Sharply

increaseds'friends and neighbors have died; many elderly have

been forded from their jobs by changes in the economic strU6-

tures of their communitiesby new technologyvby the retire-

sent patterns of Our Society, and-by ill health."

1.0J.
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411.

Rural aged Black lpecially those living in the South --

have repeatedly identified three major problems when interviewed

by NCIA staff: Income/employment, housing, and transportation.-----

Income/Employment

One of the first priorities of business is to promote compre-,

hensive employment policies to maximise job opportunities for rural

older Americans, whether they are Black, White, Hispanic, Asian, or

other races Or national origin. NCBA strongly supports efforts to

encourage the private sector to hire more older workers. Our

national policies must seek to achieve this goil because the vailt

majority of jobs "for older Aetricans is still in the private Sector.

Private industry should be encouraged to locate in rural areas.

Programs should be developed or bolstered to provide trained person-

nel for businesses locating or expanding in rural

Another cornerston is this strategy is to continue and expand

theTitle V Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP).

Community servide employment is essential because many iural older

Americans simply do not have the requisite skills to be hired by '

private industry. They can, though, move into private eiployment

after they learn new and useful skills in community service employ-

Went.

NCBA strongly believes that g;$,sedswought to have a right to

work. Our national policies must also be based upon the hard re-

alities of today and not ephemeral myths that may be pleasing to

k
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the body politic. W. muipt realize, fOr example, that some older

rural persons may never be employable or only Marginally employable.

A program such as Title V can provide them with dignity and self

reipect, while enabling them to contribute tn society. Theta in-

'dividuals find welfare just as distasteful as those who claim to

be paying for it. Title V enables low-income older Americans to

move into the mainstream of our society by becomdng taxpaying

citizens who aro rendering valuable, services to people in their

communities.

NESA's Rural Senior Employment Program (RSEP) has provided

hope where none existed. We have sought oUt the most disadvantaged

1 in oUr society, found them, and provided tbem with jobs. Numerous
1

RSEP enrollees were unemeloyed for long periOds of time -- quite

often t;en years or more.

RSEP has also provided a Shot in the arm for the depressed

econom4cs of rural areai in the South. We have contributed direct-

ly and indirectly to theLeconomy of these localities bi providing

additional incase for rural older persons to purchase urgently

.needed services, foodand other necessities.

Title V is clearly an excellent lnvestment for our Nation

beCauSo the SCUP more than pays for itself by:

o Enabling older persons to become self-sufficient, instead

of relying on public tesdstance programs-such as food !tamps,

Nedicilid, and Supplemental Security Income;

o Helping older Americans to become placed in unsubsidised jobs

so that they can become taiPaying citizenst,and;, '"?'

o Providing valuable srvices to lOcal comMunities.

4
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For these reasons, we urge the Committee to continue to sup-

port the =SEP. Ns further recommend that Title V be increased to

allow more older persons to partifipate. Clear and convincing evi-

dence exists that there are many aged individuals who are able to

serve in their localities if given the chance. NCBA's MEP pro-

jects oftentiee4 have eight or nine applicants for.each position.

The ratio would bel higher, but project directors do not want to

raise the hopes of older persons by advertising the program more --

only to have their expectations dashed because a job does not exist.

A comprehensive income strategy must also focus on those older

persons who might otherwise slip between the cracks in our national

prOgrams. Expanding employment opportunitias is vital and essential

for older rural persons who can work. However, about seven out of

sight individuals 65 ot older do not or can-not work for a variety

of reasons, such as failing health, lack of job opportunities,

negative employer stereotypes about the desirability and feasibility

of hiring older persons, and others.

MCBA believes that older Americans should have a decent and

livable income. The SUpplemental Security InCome program is designed

to build a federal floor under the incomes of the aged, blind, and

disabled. The problem, though, is that the BSI standards are be-

low the government's own bare bones poverty thresholds. NCBA's

number one priority for the rural aged, as well as all older Ameri-

cans, is to liminate poverty once and for all. W. believe that

elevating the federal SSI basic giant is the most effective and
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efficient mean: to Achieve this objective. further realize

that it may be necessary to achieve this go on an incremental

basis. lint, this should not deter us from nabling older per-

sons to live their final years in dignity nd selerespect. A

Nation with a gross national product emcee g $3 trillion --

the greatest gross national product in history clearly has

the resources to wipe out poverty for the elderly.

Rousinq

dousing is the number one expenditure for the elderly. Many

Older persons spend at ieast one-third of their income !Or housing,

and a significant percentage spend subetantially more".

Inadequaei housing is a major problem for a large segment of

our popUlation today. But, it has reached crisis proportions for

low-incOme rural BlaCks who may be tucked awey in the hollows of

Appalachia or elswbere. Large numbers live in tarpaper shacks

that aro not fit or hUlan occupancy. They are oftentimes with-

out common ameni Log that we take for granted, such as running

water, indoor toilets, bethtU0s, or electricity. Their homes are

ordinarily quite old. They were built in a different era when

energy was substantially cheaper than it is today.

NCSA favors a balanced response to the housing needs Of the

rurXi'aged. Ne believe that the private sector and all levels of

governMent must work cooperatively not only to build more houling

but better quality housing and at a price within the reach Of

older persons who may be struggling on limited incomes.

113
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Our policies should assit, where appropriate, older per

sons in remaining in their homee. This can be achieved with

comparatively little or no additional federal expenditures.

Title V SCSEP enrollees, for examPle, could provide more home

repair and weatherization services for older homeowners.

IICSA recommends that the massive cuts proposed in FY '83

for the rural housing programs administered by the Farmers Home

Administration be restored. The FY '83 budget would cut the

FnnA budget by about 69 percent, from $3.727 billion in fiscal

year 1982 to $1.145 billion in 1983.

We are deeply concerned about the enormous reduction in the

section 515 direct loan and grant program (from $940 million in

FY 1982 to $200 million in FY 1983) and the section 502 low-income

housing loan program (from $2.3 billiOn in FY 1982 to $900 million

in FY 1983).

Overall, the Administration's budget would slash the number

of federally assisted housing unite in rural areas by 67%, from

108,034 in 1982 to 35,395 in 1983. LowincOme rural housing

would be especially hard hit, pinmmeting frail' 96,334 units in

1982 to 35,395 ie1983.

VICBA believes that the Administration's proposal would only

add to the econolic misery of the rural aged and would intensify

I their already miserable housing conditions, especially in the

ru
111

ral Slack belt. We urge the Committee to take th lead in

restoring funds!or rural houeing programs,tdministe

114
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II* has serious Misgivings about the Administration's

nnusing voucher systems. We realise that*the Administrption is

attemptingto make limited dollars stretob further. The problem.

however, is that I uouChr @yetis mayesimply become subsidy or

windfall for inadequate housing without appreciably improving the

supply of quality housing for older Americans. whether they live

in rural or urban areas. Older Slacks are likely to be the losers

if a voUcher plan mhould replace futur coimitments tb build sec-

tion I, 'action 202. CV public housing. The net impact is that

there wili be no suitable housing fox the low-income rural and

Urban aged without federal leadership end financial assistance.

Transportation

A livable incoie in rtirement is clearly the numbr one

need of th rural Black elderly. Nowever, income alone will not

solve all of the problems of older Slacks. issentill services

are quite often just as important as income, and in some instances

even more important.

Transportation is probably.the number one service need of,

older Slacks in rUcal areas. Transportation clearly has multi-

plier effect. If older Americans are mobile, they find it much

easir to adjust to new problems that come with advancing age.

But without transpOrtation, the rural elderly frequently experi-

ence Ondrome of deprivation.

BCSA's study in the Slack Belt found that 31 percent of the

rural elderly need transportation assistance. Older Black women

were in the greatest need of transportation. Single persons were

also more likely to encounter transportation problems than married

coUples.

115
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Transportation inadequacies are clearly intensifying the
0

problems conftonting older Americans. Routine tasks for most

younger people such as &hopping, going to the doctor, or

visiting friends -- can become formidable obstacles for senior

citizens without cars. In some cases transportation difficul-

ties can make these chores insumountable obstacles. Too often,

the rural Slack awl are limited to these choices:

o They can pay a neighbor with their limited income to take

them to badly needed services:

o They can walk: or

o They can just do without

NCRA has been told'time and again about rural lderly persons

who live in *solitary Confinement because they are.cut off from

their family, lriendi, and community since they do not have an

automobile. N have helped by providing transportation escort

services. Our RSEP enrollees have also responded to the,call by

transporting older persons to vital services.

Much more can be done, though, and without requiring new pro

grams or substantial additional suMs of money. For example, school

buses during off duty hours -- perhaps from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

-- can take seniors shopping, to the doctor or other services.

In addition, surplus government vehicles could be sold at

reduced rates to tUral area agencies on aging. Moreover, more

multipurpose senior centers With minibuses should be established

in rural areas to deliver Wide range of services to the elderly,
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Conclusion

RCM wishes to commend the Committee again for its leader-

Ship in focusing on the needs of the rural aged. Their problems

have been overlooked to large degree because the lderly in

spa;sely populated rural areas are usually,not as visible nor as

vocal as their urban counterparts. Sut, their needs are real and

serious.

se bellelis our recommendations represent sound and sensible

approaches to improve the Quality of life ;or the rural aged. ws

urge the Committee to support these measuree. KRA stands ready,

willing, and able to work with the Committee to implement or work

for the enactment of these proposals.

1 1 I
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